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Abstract
Three-body models are well suited to the description of light exotic nuclei, as 
they provide the correct representation of the asymptotics of Borromean sys­
tems. However, the exclusion principle can only be treated approximately, using 
Pauli blocking techniques. The effectiveness of these methods is tested, by fully 
antisymmetrising a variety of three-body wave functions. To achieve this, an 
inter-cluster antisymmetriser is applied to six-body wave functions of ®He, con­
sisting of the three-body models and an intrinsic function for the a-particle core. 
Monte Carlo integration is employed to calculate various observables for these 
wave functions, with and without inter-cluster antisymmetrisation. For all of 
the models tested, the squared norm was found to increase by approximately 
40%, while the rms radius was reduced by around 0.1 fm. Calculations of the 
wave function densities show that this corresponds to an increase in the interior 
region of the wave functions, and consequently a reduction in the wave function 
tails. The antisymmetrised wave functions were applied to two elastic scattering 
scenarios; ®He -t- ^^C at 38.3 MeV, analysed using the optical model, and ®He + p 
at 717 MeV per nucleon, which was treated using Glauber theory. In the first 
case no significant effect was found, but a measurable difference was seen for the 
high energy scattering. The changes in the cross sections were consistent with 
the decrease in rms radius of the antisymmetrised wave functions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Light exotic  nuclei
A light exotic nucleus has an unusually large (or small) number of neutrons, 
compared to a stable isotope of the same element. This can lead to nucleon 
clustering, which modifies or overwhelms the shell structure established for sta­
ble nuclei. Research into exotic nuclei was made possible by the development 
of experimental techniques in radioactive ion beams over the last quarter of a 
century [1-4]. Initial experiments created secondary beams of unstable nuclei 
from highly neutron-rich (or proton-rich) projectile-like fragments produced in 
violent nucleus-nucleus collisions. These exotic fragments were then collimated 
on stable target nuclei, allowing the properties of the short-lived projectiles to be 
explored by studying these secondary reactions. A discussion of the more recent 
developments in radioactive ion beam science can be found in [4].
The first experiments [5-7] with light exotic nuclei found very high interaction 
cross-sections  ^ for the neutron-rich projectiles ^He, ^^Li, ^^Be and ^^Be, suggest­
ing that these nuclei have much larger radii than their neighbours in the nuclear 
chart. This increase in cross-section, mostly due to neutron removal channels, 
pointed to the unusual structure of these nuclei. In addition, very narrow mo­
mentum distributions were found for the charged fragments in these processes [8], 
implying that the removed neutrons had occupied orbits with narrow momen­
tum distributions. From the uncertainty principle, a large spatial distribution
^The interaction cross-section is the probability that the projectile reacts with the target 
and does not emerge as the same nucleus.
can be inferred for the orbits of the removed neutrons. This led to the idea of 
a spatially extended, dilute ’halo’ of one or two neutron probability densities 
surrounding a normal-density core [9]. Since the discovery of halo states, many 
different experimental and theoretical studies have been conducted to increase 
knowledge and understanding of their structure; recent reviews of this field can 
be found in [10, 11].
Neutron halo nuclei are found on or near the neutron drip-line, which is the 
lower limit on the nuclear chart beyond which no more neutrons can be added 
to an element to produce a bound nucleus. These weakly bound structures have 
/)-decay lifetimes in the region of milliseconds to seconds. The diffuse nuclear 
halo is a threshold effect, arising from the very weak binding of the last one or 
two valence neutrons to, and hence decoupling from, the compact core of all the 
other nucleons. The small separation energies of the halo neutrons (typically 
< 1 MeV, compared to the average single-neutron separation energy for stable 
nuclei of % 8 MeV) means that the tail of the halo wave function extends a large 
distance out from the core. To produce a halo the valence particle must be in 
a low angular momentum state (s- or p-wave) relative to the core, since higher 
Lvalues give rise to a confining centrifugal barrier.
For most neutron halo nuclei, the nucleus obtained by removing one neutron is 
unstable against neutron emission. Taking the halo nucleus ®He as an example, 
^He is unbound, so the lowest threshold of ®He is ^He-|-2n. Neither of the pairs 
of constituents, '^He-f-n or n-hn, forms a bound state. This type of three-body 
system is known as Borromean^. Other examples of Borromean halo nuclei are 
^^Li and ^^Be.
1.2 M odelling exotic  nuclei
The standard microscopic models established for stable nuclei rely on the concept 
of a mean field. A routine approximation based on this idea is the Hartree-Fock 
self-consistent field. This generates a single-particle potential, acting on each 
nucleon, by averaging over the motions of all of the others. However, this simple 
picture of protons and neutrons moving in independent orbits is not appropriate
^The term Borromean comes from the heraldic symbol of the Princes of Borromeo in Italy. 
The symbol consists of three rings, which are interlocked in such a way that if one of them is 
removed, the other two would also fall apart.
for a clustered system. The nuclear Shell Model (SM) is effected by changes in 
single-particle levels, which can result in familiar shell closures breaking down 
near the drip lines. Application of the SM to exotic neutron-rich structures 
is complicated firstly by variations in the mean field with neutron excess [12]. 
Secondly, many-body correlations (such as pairing) become very important when 
the neutron separation energy is small, so that configuration-mixing [13] becomes 
an essential extension to the SM, rather than being a small perturbation to the 
mean field. Finally, continuum coupling should be taken into account when 
modelling weakly-bound drip-line nuclei [14]. Consideration of these issues has 
recently led to the development of the Gamow Shell Model (GSM) [12, 15-18] 
-  a multi-configurational model that takes into account coupling to the particle 
continuum. The GSM basis consists of Slater determinants constructed from 
single-particle bound, resonant (Gamow) and scattering states. The ability of 
the GSM to treat states with particles in the continuum makes this extension to 
the SM more applicable to the study of Borromean structure. However, a large 
number of non-resonant continuum states are needed to ensure completeness of 
the basis, and basis optimisation techniques [19] are generally required to make 
the GSM calculations feasible.
Light nuclei have also been modelled using accurate many-body calculations, 
starting from realistic descriptions of two- and three-nucleon interactions. These 
ah initio methods, which include the no-core Shell Model [20-23] and Green’s 
function Monte Garlo [24, 25] techniques, can now reproduce nuclear binding 
energies up to mass number A % 12 [26]. However, these calculations become 
very difficult as the mass number increases beyond A = 4.
An alternative method that has been implemented for light exotic nuclei is the 
model of antisymmetrised molecular dynamics (AMD) [27, 28]. In this frame­
work, the basis states consist of Slater determinants of single-particle wave func­
tions, where the spatial part of these single-particle functions is a Gaussian wave 
packet. Optimisation of this trial wave function is achieved using variational 
calculations to minimise the energy of the system. Although clustering is not an 
assumption of this model, AMD calculations produce distinct clustered structures 
for many exotic nuclei. The model is restricted however, in that a single Slater 
determinant does not treat the correlations adequately, and the asymptotics of 
halo nuclei cannot be reproduced by fixed-width Gaussians. These deficiencies 
can be overcome by combining many Gaussian wave packets (fermionic molecular 
dynamics), but calculations can then become very large.
Another approach to modelling exotic nuclei, supported by the findings of AMD 
calculations, is to assume some degree of clustering from the outset. By re­
stricting some of the degrees of freedom, a simpler alternative to solving the full 
A-nucleon problem can be reached, which emphasises the configurations consid­
ered to be most important. (Recent discussions of the history of cluster models 
for nuclei can be found in references [29, 30].) When modelling halo structure, 
an obvious prescription is to divide the nucleus into core plus valence (single­
nucleon) clusters, with binary interaction potentials between them. A simple 
SM-like implementation of this idea is the cluster-orbital SM (COSM) [31, 32]. 
In this model the core is assumed to be inert, and the valence nucleons are de­
scribed in terms of the nucleon-core relative coordinates. The basis of the model 
can be constructed out of intrinsic single-particle states of the valence particles 
relative to the core. The Pauli principle is taken into account by choosing these 
states to be orthogonal to those of the core. One advantage of the COSM over 
the standard SM is that it avoids the need for very large bases to represent both 
the compact core and the diffuse halo nucleons explicitly. Another benefit of 
the model arises from the use of intrinsic (translationally invariant) coordinates, 
which prevent excitation of the valence nucleons leading to spurious centre-of- 
mass excitations. The cluster model also allows the use of suitable interactions 
for the halo nucleons. Conventional SM nucleon-nucleon interactions, deduced 
from the properties of stable nuclei, may be applicable to the dense nuclear 
medium of the core, but less appropriate for weakly-bound nucleons in the halo. 
However, for two-neutron halo nuclei COSM calculations converge slowly [33], 
because correlations between the valence neutrons cannot be easily described in 
a single-particle picture. The convergence is much faster using a combination of 
bases that allow the same importance to be given to the valence-nucleon rela­
tive motion as to the core-nucleon motion [34]. This leads to the description of 
two-neutron halo nuclei within a general three-body model [35, 36].
Three-body models of core plus valence neutrons provide the correct representa­
tion of the asymptotics of Borromean systems. This makes them very successful 
in describing the structure and reactions of two-neutron halo nuclei. The nu­
cleus ®He is particularly suited to this representation, due to the closed-shell 
a-particle core. It is upon macroscopic three-body models, of the ®He nucleus 
in particular, that the work in this thesis is based. Solution of the underlying 
three-body problem by the Fadeev formalism and by the hyperspherical method, 
detailed in [35], is summarised in the following chapter. The main advantage 
of this macroscopic approach over microscopic mean-field methods is that the
correlations between the clusters can be included easily; the trade off is that 
complete antisymmetrisation of the wave function (which is easily incorporated 
in a single-particle picture) cannot be performed. Antisymmetry with respect to 
exchange of the valence neutrons is included in an exact way, but the Pauli prin­
ciple between the halo and core neutrons is treated only approximately. Various 
techniques for including the effects of the Pauli principle in three-body mod­
els have been developed; a comparison of these methods is made in [37]. The 
subject of this thesis is to investigate the effectiveness of these Pauli blocking 
techniques by performing full antisymmetrisation of the three-body models. One 
shortcoming of the inert a-particle core models is that the ground state of ^He is 
generally under-bound. This can be corrected in a simple way either by includ­
ing a three-body force, or by increasing the n-a interaction radius to simulate 
polarisation of the core. The first three-body models of halo nuclei assumed all 
clusters were inert, but the approach has since been developed to include core 
excitation [38, 39]. The three-body continuum structure of ®He has also been 
addressed in [40]. Numerical techniques for the calculation of three-body states 
in hyperspherical coordinate systems are described in [39, 41-43].
More sophisticated cluster models also exist, where the need for an approximate 
treatment of antisymmetrisation is overcome by treating the structure of the 
core explicitly; these are the microscopic cluster models. The basic version of 
these models is known as the resonating-group method (RGM) [44, 45]. The 
name derives from the idea that the clusters (or groups of nucleons) are contin­
ually being broken down and reformed in new ways (so the system is resonating 
between these different groupings). This model makes simplifying assumptions 
about the internal structure of the clusters (using a harmonic-oscillator SM de­
scription), but treats the Pauli principle exactly. The equation for intercluster 
relative motion is obtained by incorporating the Pauli effects within kernals of 
integral operators. This equation is similar to a Schrodinger equation with an 
energy-dependent nonlocal potential, and is solved using variational techniques. 
Galculation of the RGM kernels can be performed by applying the generator- 
coordinate (continuous expansion parameter) technique, which enables the RGM 
kernels to be related to matrix elements of shifted-Gaussian wave packets. This 
simplifies the antisymmetrisation, as shifted-Gaussian cluster states appended 
with appropriate centre-of-mass functions are essentially Slater determinants. 
The structure of ®He was investigated using a hyperspherical expansion with the 
algebraic version of the RGM in [46].
A more practical implementation of the RGM is the generator-coordinate method 
(GCM) [47, 48], which uses relative-motion shifted-Gaussians to define the basis 
states. (These GCM basis states are linked to those of the RGM by integral 
transforms.) The intercluster generator coordinates are the variational param­
eters of this model. Applications of the GGM to light nuclei can be found in 
references [49-53]. An extension of the GCM to the hyperspherical formal­
ism has also been developed and applied to ®He and ®Li [54]. This model in­
volves just one generator-coordinate parameter, the hyperradius. The combina­
tion of full antisymmetrisation within a microscopic theory, and the precision of 
the hyperspherical formalism at large distances, makes this approach naturally 
suited to Borromean nuclei. However, this more sophisticated method would 
require huge computer times to model larger nuclei with p-shell cores, such as 
the ^He(2+) +  n +  n configuration of ^He [53].
Another RGM-like model, developed by Csoto [55], uses tempered Gaussian 
functions with different ranges for the inter cluster relative motion function. This 
microscopic multiconfiguration three-cluster model was the first to reproduce 
the two-neutron separation energy of ^He. The addition oi t 1  clustering to 
the a  +  n -f n arrangement, along with the inclusion of a-particle excitations, 
was suggested to be responsible for the missing binding energy in the inert-core 
macroscopic models.
To summarise, although more sophisticated models are now becoming available, 
the intuitive interpretation of the results and simplicity of the calculations mean 
that macroscopic three-body approaches approaches are still a valuable tool for 
calculations with halo nuclei.
1.3 T hesis outline
The remaining chapters are organised as follows. In Ghapter 2, the macroscopic 
few-body model introduced in the previous section is discussed in more detail, 
along with the techniques used to fully antisymmetrise a three-body wave func­
tion. In Ghapter 3, an analytical implementation of these techniques is presented, 
which makes use of the basis states of the harmonic oscillator potential. Ghapter 
4 describes a numerical approach, based on Monte Garlo integration, that is used 
to extend the calculations of Ghapter 3. The effect of full antisymmetrisation on 
the norm, root mean square radius and matter and charge densities is determined
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and analysed. In Chapter 5, the wave functions with and without full antisym­
metrisation are used to calculate elastic scattering cross sections of ®He within 
the optical model and using Glauber theory. Finally, Ghapter 6 summarises and 
concludes the work.
Chapter 2 
A ntisym m etrisation of few-body  
wave function
This chapter begins by describing the few-body model and the approximations 
to the Pauli principle used within this formalism. The ®He three-body wave 
function is then extended to include an intrinsic function for the a-particle core. 
Operators are developed that fully antisymmetrise this model, and their effect 
on the overall normalisation of the wave function is discussed.
2.1 T hree-body m odels
In the three-body framework, the two-neutron halo nucleus ®He is considered as 
a (core + n n) system; the main approximation made is to neglect explicit 
consideration of the internal degrees of freedom of the four-nucleon core. The 
models employ phenomenological nucleon-core effective interactions, and take 
the exclusion principle into account using various Pauli blocking techniques.
The ®He wave functions used in this work were provided by Ian Thompson. They 
were produced using two different three-body methods: the coordinate space 
Faddeev (CSF) approach and solution of the three-body Schrodinger equation 
by expansion on hyperspherical harmonics (HH). In principle, both approaches 
give identical solutions for the bound states of Borromean nuclei, and have the 
correct asymptotic behaviour. These methods, along with the various Pauli 
blocking techniques and interactions used, are discussed below.
2.1.1 Solution by hyperspherical harmonies (HH)
This section gives an outline of the solution of the three-body problem within 
the hyperspherical harmonics formulation. More detail on this method can be 
found in the review [35].
Coordinates
Two coordinate sets for the bound core n n system are shown in Figure 
2.1. The left-hand diagram shows the inter-particle vectors where i and j
label particles 1, 2 or 3. These coordinates are used to define the two-body 
interactions. The right-hand figure shows the ‘T-type’  ^ Jacobi coordinates [56] 
used for the system, r{i}{2} and r{3 }{i2 }. The Jacobi coordinate is a vector
from the centre-of-mass of cluster {i} to that of cluster {j}  (where a cluster is a 
subset of the system that can consist of one or more particles). =  ^ 1 2  is
the vector between particles 1 and 2, and r{3 }{i2 } joins the core, particle 3, to the 
centre-of-mass of the halo particles 1 and 2. Expressing the three-body problem 
in terms of Jacobi coordinates allows the centre-of-mass motion of the nucleus 
to be factored out, and gives a simple form for the kinetic energy operator of 
the system. The T-type coordinate set is used as it allows antisymmetrisation 
between the halo neutrons to be included easily.
The T-type Jacobi coordinates for ®He, where the masses of particles 1 and 2 are 
equal, can be expressed simply in terms of the inter-particle vectors Vsi and 7-32  
as:
{^l}{2} =  'f'3 2  — 3^1
^1^31 +^2^32 ^31+^32
n3Ki2} =  . (2-1)
where Ai = rrii/m (m% is the mass of particle i and m  is the unit nucleon 
mass). The Jacobi coordinates are scaled by a parameter where
^This name arises because the halo neutrons have equal mass, so the coordinates form a 
‘T ’ shape. Alternative sets of Jacobi coordinates can be obtained by cyclic permutation of 
the particle labels. These coordinate sets consist of a vector between one of the halo particles 
(1 or 2) and the core (3), and the other vector joining the remaining halo particle to the 
centre-of-mass of this subsystem. They are known for graphical reasons as ‘Y-type’.
Figure 2.1: The inter-particle vectors Vij (left) and the ‘T-type’ Jacobi coordi­
nates ^{i}{2} and (right) for the three-body model of ®He.
A{i}{j}m is the reduced mass of the clusters {z} and {j},  to give the coordinates
(2.2)
Here the cluster {12} has the reduced mass parameter ^{i}{2 } =  +
A 2 ), and for cluster {12} with respect to particle 3 the parameter is ^{i2}{3 } =  
^ 3 ( ^ 1  + ^ 2 )M  (where A = A i A 2 A 3 ). Scaling the Jacobi coordinates in this 
way removes the mass parameters that would otherwise appear in the kinetic 
energy term of the Hamiltonian. These (x,y) coordinates are used to define the 
hyperspherical variables. Expressing the three-body problem in hyperspherical 
coordinates allows the three-body wave function to be expressed in terms of one 
radial and five angular variables. This results in a coupled set of hyperradial 
equations.
The radial variable is the hyperradius ph, which is defined as 
This variable is invariant under translations, rotations and permutations of the 
particle indices. The hyperradius gives an indication of the overall size of the 
three-body system, being large if the separation of any two particles is large. 
Another expression for the hyperradius is
/2 (2.3)
i=l
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where r\ is the distance of particle i from the centre-of-mass of the nucleus. 
From this definition it can be seen that if the particles are considered classically 
as point objects, then p\ is proportional to the moment of inertia.
The second hyperspherical variable is the hyperangle p, which is defined as 77 =  
arctan(a;/7/). The hyper angle contains radial correlations and is related to the 
relative magnitude of the (æ, y) coordinates. For example, p % 0 means that the 
halo particles are much closer to each other than to the core, whereas p % 7r/2 
corresponds to the other extreme where the halo particles are far from each other, 
and the core is located between them.
The other four hyperspherical variables are (9x^  <Px) and {6 y^  (py), the polar and 
azimuthal angles associated with the unit vectors x and ÿ. In total, the six 
degrees of freedom in the hyperspherical coordinate system are the hyperradius 
Ph and the five angular variables p, 9x^  (p^ . By and (py, denoted collectively by ^ 5 .
Hyperspherical expansion o f the three-body wave function
In this three-body model, the total intrinsic wave function is assumed to have a 
product form,
^int — ^core(O^JM(lj 2) , (2.4)
where $core is the (inactive) core intrinsic wave function (depending on intrinsic 
coordinates (), and ^ jm (1,2) is the active part. The wave function ^ jm (1,2),
where J  is the total angular momentum and M  is its projection, is the solution
to the three-body Schrodinger equation
( T - k y - E ) ^ jM ( l , 2 ) = 0 . (2.5)
Here the energy E  is measured from the three-body threshold, and the potential 
consists of the sum V = 1 4 2 + ^ 1 3 + ^ 2 3 + ^ 1 2 3 , where Vij is the two-body interaction 
between particles i and j , and V123 is a possible three-body force to be discussed 
later. Given the orbital angular momenta (Ixjy), conjugate to the coordinates 
(x,y) ,  and the spin of the neutrons (si, S2 ), the partial wave expansion of the
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active part of the wave function can be written as 
^ J M=  ^  Uij^Lsini}{2},'r{3}{i2})
IxlyljS
X • (2 .6)
J M
The kinetic energy operator T  in equation (2.5) can be written in the hyper­
spherical coordinates [57] as
The generator of rotations in the hyperangular coordinate is the hypermomentum 
(or hyperangular momentum) operator Â,
4co t(2^)+  +  ^ Z ' ( x )  +  ^ ( " ( y )  , (2.8)
where the operators /^(x) and Z (^y) are the squares of the orbital angular mo­
menta associated with the x and y motions. A^(fls) has eigenvalues iF(A +  4), 
where the quantum number K  = 2n -\r ly (for n =  0 , 1 , 2 . . .  ) is called 
the hypermoment. The eigenfunctions of this operator are the hyperspherical 
harmonics,
y% h(% ) =  n'-K'kn) M .(x) ® }).(y+A  ■ (2.9)
The hyperangular part of the hyperspherical harmonic has the form [35]
w + (r/)  =  < ' ' “(sin77)'“(cos»?)'»Pl',ÿ_-;»+ycos27,) , (2.10)
where the are Jacobi polynomials and is a normalisation factor [57].
Coupling the hyperspherical harmonics to the spin function [Xsi(l) ® %a2 (2)]g 
gives an alternative set of basis states.
(^ 5 ) C [%gi (1) C %g2(2)]g , (2.11)
L J J M
on which to expand the wave function. This expansion is given by
4^jm =  Ph  ^ ^  '^Kixiy(p^)^klsjm{^^) ' (2.12)
I x l y L S K
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The reason for extracting the factor from the summation in equation (2.12) 
is to remove the first derivative in ph from the kinetic energy operator in equation 
(2.7). The notation is simplified at this point by making the dependence on J  
and M  implicit and denoting the set {Kl^lyLS} by v. Then substituting the 
expansion (2 .1 2 ) into the three-body Schrodinger equation (2.5) with the kinetic 
energy operator (2.7) gives
E E  (  15 K \Q r.)2 m  I Apl Ap\ pI + V - E T M T J Ü s )  = 0 . (2.13)
Replacing the operator K^{Qs) by its eigenvalue, then making the substitution 
K  = C — 3/2, simplifies the above equation to
E E  C { C + 1 )2 m pI +  y(ph, ^s) — E ?t,(Ph)r^(%) =  0 . (2.14)
Here the potential has been written a.s V = V(ph, ^s), to emphasise its depen­
dence on all six hyperspherical coordinates. Multiplying by T*, and integrating 
over the angular variables fis, equation (2.14) becomes
2 m \dpg PÎ
E %'{Ph) + '^yv',v{Ph)%{ph) = 0 , (2.15)
where use has been made of the orthonormality of the hyperspherical basis func­
tions T^;(fls). Here C = K  3/2 is determined by the value of K  in set v', and 
the coupling interactions are given by the matrix elements
K',v(Ph) =  (T„,(n5)| y  (A, f2s) |x„(n5)> • (2.16)
The hyperradial wave functions %{ph) satisfy the bound-state {E < 0) boundary 
conditions
71,(0) =  0  and 7L(Ph oo) ~  e x p (-% )  , (2.17)
where K =  ^J2m\E\/h‘^. The simple form of the three-body asymptotics is due 
to the lack of two-body bound states in Borromean systems.
Different approaches used to solve the set (2.15) of v one-dimensional coupled 
equations in the variable ph, which involve expansions on Sturmian basis func­
tions (for bound-state calculations) and i?-matrix methods, are discussed in
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[37, 38, 41, 58]. These equations contain an effective three-body centrifugal 
barrier (proportional to (A +  3/2)(AT +  5/2)/p^), which does not vanish when 
Ix and ly are equal to zero. This reflects the difficulty of finding both neutrons 
close to the core simultaneously. Although the two-body interactions Vij may 
have a finite range, the three-body mean field behaves as K',i;(Ph —^ oo) ~  
with n > 3. This reflects the possibility of two particles interacting even when 
far away from the third.
Interactions
The n-n interaction used for the HH calculations was the Gogny-Pires-de Tourreil 
(OPT) potential [59]. This includes spin-orbit and tensor components and has 
a soft repulsive core. As discussed in [35], this potential was chosen because it 
is a realistic interaction that reproduces NN scattering phase shifts successfully 
within a reasonable energy range.
For the core-neutron interaction, the Bang-Gignoux n-o potential [60] was used. 
This interaction contains central Woods-Saxon (WS) and WS-derivative spin- 
orbit terms, and fits o-n scattering phase shifts [61] satisfactorily (see fig. 1 of 
[60]). It has the form
=  1  +  exp~(f-i^o)/ao +  exp
with parameters Rq =  2.0 fm, uq = 0.7 fm, Ri =  1.5 fm and ai =  0.35 fm. How­
ever, this particular form of the potential (which will be referred to as WS) was 
thought to be slightly too attractive for d waves [37]. A slightly modified version 
of this interaction (WS2) was therefore also used, with the value —21.5 MeV for 
the d-wave central part, and zero for partial waves with / ^  3.
In addition to the binary interactions, the potential V  may also contain a diagonal 
hyperradial three-body term, V1 2 3 , which takes the form ^
{v'\ Vl23(Ph) |f) =  (2 /p 3 ) 3  '
This simple three-body force (discussed in more detail in [40]) is introduced to 
correct for the under-binding caused by neglecting other cluster configurations
^An exception was made for the smallest radius wave function h35p, which required the 
three-body potential (u'| F /23(ph) |u) =  (iy/^^Fsexp [-{ph/ps)^]-
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(such as the t-\-t  channel). The radius and depth parameters of the three-body 
potential, p3 and V3 , are adjusted to reproduce the experimental binding energy 
(0.973 MeV) of the ®He ground state.
Pauli blocking
As mentioned above, antisymmetrisation of the wave function between the two 
halo neutrons can be included relatively easily within the T-type Jacobi basis; 
this is achieved simply by imposing the condition {Ix+S = even}. Taking account 
of antisymmetrisation between the halo and core is less straightforward however, 
and approximate Pauli blocking techniques are required in the three-body frame­
work to prevent the valence neutrons occupying states already occupied by the 
core neutrons. Various methods have been used to build the Pauli principle 
into three-body models, details of which can be found in the review [37]. The 
techniques applied to the wave functions used in this work are described below.
PP: This method uses projection operators P  to eliminate the occupied states 
from the three-body wave function that would disappear under full antisymmetri­
sation. The Schrodinger equation is solved in the allowed subspace obtained by 
imposing the constraint =  0 , where are the two-body forbidden states^.
This approach can be formulated as finding the eigenenergies e and eigenvectors 
Cg of a matrix A in an allowed subspace Pc = 0. This is achieved by solving
(1 — P)A{1 — P)Ce +  EshiitPCe = eCe , (2.20)
where E'shift is a large positive energy ( 1 0 0 0  MeV) that the forbidden states are 
moved to, in order to avoid confusion with the physical states near the breakup 
threshold. In the case of ®He, the three-body wave functions are constructed to 
be orthogonal to an occupied Os two-body eigenstate (at -9.8 MeV) of the Van 
potential. A detailed description of this PP method can be found in [58].
PS: This technique uses a supersymmetric (SUSY) transform of the an  potential 
to remove the Pauli forbidden state occupied by the neutrons of the core. A 
spectrally equivalent potential is obtained, which has lost the forbidden state and 
gained a characteristic repulsive singularity at the origin. Transformation of
^The two-body occupied states are defined in the natural Y-type core-n x  coordinates. 
Three-body forbidden states are then constructed by combining these functions with a complete 
set of spline functions in the corresponding y  coordinate. The projection operators P  can then 
be defined from orthonormalised basis states which span this subspace.
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the attractive s-wave Van potential produces a repulsive partner with the same 
phase shift, but with the forbidden Os state excluded by the ’’Pauli core” . A 
comparison of this Pauli blocking method with the PP approach is made in [62]. 
The SUSY potential for the PS wave function used in this work was calculated 
by the method of [63].
PC: This is a more rudimentary method that attempts to mimic the PS tech­
nique by introducing an additional repulsive potential (a soft Pauli core) into the 
forbidden-state partial waves. These interactions are fitted to the experimental 
phase shifts for binary scattering [61]. The repulsive potential is approximated 
by a Gaussian,
using the best-fit parameters from [35].
As discussed in [37], differences between these methods tend to be small for bound 
state calculations. Although ignoring the Pauli principle completely produces a 
large set of bound states which are unphysical, it is possible to select a state from 
this set that closely resembles the three-body ground state (both in eigenenergy 
and structure). A wave function of this type was therefore also considered in 
this work for comparison with the Pauli-blocked states.
2.1.2 Coordinate space Faddeev approach (CSF)
In this framework the total three-body wave function is written as a sum of three 
Faddeev components,
^ =  '012 +  0 cl +  0 c2 : (2.22)
SO  that the three-body problem can be rewritten as the solution of a set of coupled 
Faddeev equations [35] :
{E —  T  —  142)012 =  142(001 +  002) 5 (2.23)
(E — T  — 143)001 = li3(0o2 +  012) +  Uci ; (2.24)
(E — T  — 143)002 =  1 4 3 ( 0 0 1  +  012) +  Uc2 • (2.25)
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Here the Ud {i = 1 , 2 ) terms are the three-body forbidden states ; they are 
projected out of the wave function, so that the Faddeev components lie entirely 
in the allowed space. These Ud states have a finite range in the an  coordinates, 
so do not effect the asymptotic behaviour of the wave function. For more detail 
on the application of the PP method to the CSF equations, see [64].
To solve the Faddeev equations, the components are expanded in bipolar har­
monics of their natural Jacobi coordinates. Insertion of these expansions into 
equations (2.23), (2.24) and (2.25) produces a set of two-dimensional, coupled 
differential equations. These are then solved numerically by expanding the two- 
dimensional Jacobi radial functions in the hyperspherical variables  ^ , and in­
tegrating over hyperangle to give a set of coupled one-dimensional hyperradial 
equations. The specifics of these calculations can be found in [39, 60, 64].
The n-n potential used for the CSF wave functions is the super-soft-core (SSC) 
interaction with tt-, p- and w-exchange contributions, described in [65]. It has a 
core that reaches out to a larger range than the GPT interaction, and is steeper 
at the core surface. As discussed in [35], the CSF method is more suited to 
this type of interaction than the HH approach, which can converge slowly for 
interactions with strongly repulsive cores.
For the n-a interaction, the WS potential of equation (2.18) was used. However, 
the range of the interaction was increased (by 2.5%) in order to approach the 
empirical binding energy of the ground state. This represents a weak polarisation 
of the core in the field of the halo neutrons, and is used in place of a three-body 
force.
2.1.3 Summary of wave functions
The three-body wave functions used in this thesis are summarised in Table 2 .1 . 
As well as encompassing the various Pauli blocking techniques, interactions and 
three-body methods described above, these models span a large range of root 
mean square (rms) radii, (+2 1^ /2  the HH wave functions, except h72pu
(which was deliberately left underbound), employ a three-body force V1 2 3  to
“^ The Ud  three-body functions are defined from the two-body occupied states - see the PP  
method description in the previous section.
^Transformation between the coordinate systems associated with each Faddeev component 
is straightforward in the hyperspherical representation, as it is simply a rotation with fixed 
hyperradius.
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name method E(2n)
(MeV)
Vna Pauli
blocking
V 2 3 : V3 , p3 
(MeV, fm) (fm)
h35p HH -0.96 GPT WS2 PP -293.5, 1 2.35
c47p CSF -0.96 SSC WS PP a incr. 2.47
h48p HH -0.99 GPT WS2 PP -1.60, 5 2.48
h50n HH -0.96 GPT WS2 none* -1.60, 5 2.50
h53p HH -0.97 GPT WS2 PP -1.18, 7 2.53
h54s HH -0.97 GPT SUSY PS -2.3, 5 2.54
h55c HH -0.98 GPT WS PC -2.4, 5 2.55
h58p HH -0.98 GPT WS2 PP -1 .0 0 , 1 0 2.58
h59pa HH -0.98 GPT WS2 PP -0.95, 10 2.59
h59pb HH -0.98 GPT WS2 PP** -0.95, 10 2.59
h67p HH -0.97 GPT WS2 PP -0 .8 6 , 2 0 2.67
h72pu HH -0.13 GPT WS2 PP none 2.72
c73p CSF -0.96 SSC WS PP a incr. 2.73
Table 2.1: Summary of the different ®He wave function models investigated in 
this thesis. The experimental value of E(2n) is 0.975 MeV [6 6 ]. * For the model 
h50n without Pauli blocking, the eigenstate closest to h48p was selected. ** The 
three-body forbidden states for h59pb are calculated out to a radius of 25 fm - 
see the main text for details.
correct the binding energy. For the CSF method, ‘a  incr.’ in the 1423 column 
indicates that the binding energy was attained by increasing the core size (and 
hence the Vna interaction range).
In addition to investigating different types of three-body model, the accuracy of 
the calculations was also considered. Most of the HH models used a maximum 
value of Amax =  2 0  for the hypermoment quantum number; however, the wave 
functions h59pa and h59pb were produced to a greater accuracy, with Amax =  30. 
These two models differ only in the radial extent of their Pauli forbidden states; 
for h59pa (along with all of the other wave functions using the PP method), the 
three-body forbidden states are projected out to a radius of 20 fm, but for h59pb, 
the calculations extend out to 25 fm.
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2.2 Jacobi coordinates
1
6
Figure 2.2: The intrinsic Jacobi coordinates for ®He.
In order to include the core state explicitly, the ®He wave function is described in 
terms of the Jacobi coordinates shown in figure 2.2. The use of these coordinates 
allows the intrinsic wave function to be defined without reference to the centre- 
of-mass motion of the nucleus. The two (a-particle) core neutrons, particles 1 
and 2 , are connected by = r*i — r 2 , and the two protons in the core, particles 
3 and 4, are joined by =  7*3 — 7*4 . The vector r  = connects the halo
particles 5 and 6  (previously labelled particles 1 and 2 in the few-body formalism 
of section 2.1). Then Vpn is the vector from the centre-of-mass of the protons to 
that of the neutrons in the core, and p joins the centre-of-mass of the core to 
that of the two halo neutrons, so that
+  7-2 -  7-3 -  7-4 2 ( 7-5 +  ro)  -  7-1 -  7-2 -  7-3 -  7-47-r.r, = ----------    and p = -------------pn 4
2.3 D efin ition  o f th e wave function
The intrinsic wave function for ®He is taken to be the active part of the few-body 
wave function multiplied by an a-particle in its ground state. Rewriting the 
few-body model equations (2.4) and (2.6) in terms of the Jacobi coordinates for 
^He defined in section 2 . 2  gives
JM(5,6) (2.26)
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where
% ( 5 , 6 ) =  ^  i74Ls(>-,p)[[51.(i^)®51.(p)]i®[x«(5)®X«(6)L
I r l p L S  ■-
(2.27)
The summation in equation (2.27) is restricted to values of Ir and S  that produce 
an antisymmetric halo wave function. The a-particle core in its ground state is 
assumed to be given by
“  [Xsi (1) (E) Xs2 (2)]oo b(s3 (3) <S) Xs4 (4)]oo
"0000(^pnj ^pn)’0OOO(o^ n; n^)"0OOo(o!p5 î’p) , (2.28)
where 'ipooo{<^ ,r) is a Os harmonic oscillator wave function (with oscillator pa­
rameter a), as defined in Appendix A. Specific definitions for the oscillator pa­
rameters apn, an and ap are given in section 3.1.
2.4 A ntisym m etrisation
2.4.1 Introduction
The need for antisymmetry under particle exchange in quantum mechanics is 
a consequence of regarding identical particles as indistinguishable. In classical 
mechanics, identical particles can be Tagged’. This means it is possible to specify 
the coordinates of each particle at a given instant, and to follow the subsequent 
motion of each. In quantum mechanics, however, it is not possible to tag identical 
particles and know their movements between measurements.
Consider, for example, two identical non-interacting particles in the single-particle 
states (j)a and where a and b represent two sets of quantum numbers. Since 
it is not possible to know which particle is in which state, there are two equally 
probable two-particle product functions that can be written down for this system:
ÿob(l, 2) =  <^o(l)ÿb(2) and ^6o(l,2) =  ÿb(l)(^a(2) , (2.29)
where the integer 1 or 2 refers to the coordinates associated with a given particle. 
The most general total wave function 0  must therefore be a linear combination
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of these two products:
^  =  Clÿo6(l, 2) + C2^6a(l, 2) , (2.30)
where c% and C2 are constants.
A restriction on the values of these constants comes from considering the effect 
of particle exchange on this wave function. If the particles are indistinguishable, 
there should be no effect on any observable calculated from the wave function 
if the particle labels are exchanged. If a particle exchange operator, P 1 2 , is
defined, which exchanges the coordinates of the two particles, then the wave
function should satisfy
= i $ r . (2.31)
The action of this operator on the product functions ÿob(l, 2) and ÿba(l, 2) pro­
duces
Pl2</>a6(l,2) = (^ 60(1,2) ,
I"l2^6a(l,2) =  (^06(1,2). (2.32)
The product functions are not eigenfunctions of P1 2 , but transform into each 
other under this operation. If, however, the linear combinations
= ^ (ÿ o b  +  ÿbo)
=  ÿ^(<^o6 — <t>ba) 5 (2.33)
are taken, then two states are obtained that are eigenfunctions of the particle 
exchange operator:
Pl2^5 =  + ^ 5  ,
P\2^A =  —^A • (2.34)
has the eigenvalue -f-1 and is said to be symmetric, while has the eigenvalue
—1 and is antisymmetric under particle exchange. Both of these functions satisfy
equation (2.31).
The Pauli principle states that no two identical fermions can simultaneously
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occupy the same quantum state (see [67] for a discussion of the principle in terms 
of the spin-statistics theorem). If the wave function for a system of identical 
particles is antisymmetric, the Pauli principle will automatically be satisfied. 
This can be demonstrated by setting (pa =  (pb m equation (2.33), which gives
— ^{(paa T (paa) —
~  (paa) ~  0 • (2.35)
That is, if two particles were in the same state, in violation of the Pauli prin­
ciple, the antisymmetric wave function would be zero, whereas the symmetric 
wave function would not. All fermions must therefore have antisymmetric wave 
functions, and all bosons symmetric ones.
The antisymmetric function in equation (2.33) can be rewritten as the determi­
nant:
0«(2) 
4 (1) 4 (2)
(2.36)
The generalisation of this form, which is called the Slater determinant, can be 
used to construct the antisymmetric total wave function for a system of N  par­
ticles:
ÿa(l) ÿa(2 ) . . .  ÿo(Ar)
(^ &(1 ) ÿb(2 ) . . .  ÿb(A')
=
1
^Ti(l) ÿn(2 ) . . .  (^ n(AF)
(2.37)
If any two rows or columns are equal the determinant will be zero, which ensures 
the Pauli principle is obeyed.
2.4.2 Operators
The general antisymmetrisation operator for a system of N  identical particles is 
given by [68],
1
(2.38)
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where the sum runs over all N\ possible permutations, P, of the N  particle labels 
and sign{P) stands for the sign of the permutation P. sign{P) will be +1 when 
P  is equivalent to an even number of two-particle permutations, and —1 when 
the arrangement is equivalent to an odd number of two-particle permutations. 
This operator acting on a product of single-particle states can be represented as 
the Slater determinant:
4 (1) 4 (2) . . U N )
-4 14(1)4 (2) • ■ • <Pn{N)] = 4 (1) 4 (2) . ■ M N )
4 (1) 4 (2) . ■ U N )
where (f>i{j) represents particle j  in a state with the set of quantum numbers i. 
If two or more of the single-particle states are identical, applying this operator 
will give zero. If all the single-particle states are different, A  gives a linear 
combination of N\ orthogonal product states, so the l /y /N \  term normalises 
the antisymmetrised state to unity. Although the antisymmetriser A  gives the 
correct normalisation when applied to a product function, it is not a projector. 
A  must be multiplied by a further factor [69] to give the projector
1
(2.39)
A' gives the correct normalisation if applied to a wave function that is already 
fully antisymmetric. For example, applying A' to the normalised, antisymmetric 
wave function 0ob(l,2) =  [ÿo(l)ÿ6(2) -  0„(2)(/)è(l)]/\/2 gives
[<^a(l)^6 (2 ) -  ÿa(2 )ÿ&(l)]
~ V2  ~  ÿo(l)ÿb(2 )]
= $ah(l,2 ) . (2.40)
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Since =  Al and A  = \fW\Al  ^ A  has the property that
A^ = \ / n ÎA . (2.41)
This is useful when calculating the matrix elements of a symmetric operator O, 
since it allows the following simplification to be made:
(0.41 Ô 1.40) =  V M  (0| Ô 1.40) . (2.42)
This is a considerable simplification in terms of the numerical calculations pre­
sented in chapters 4 and 5; as well as reducing the number of terms to be calcu­
lated, it allows for a more compact calculation. This is because all of the terms 
contain the original wave function 0, so the integration over the core coordinates 
can be performed over a less extensive range.
Treating neutrons and protons as distinguishable particles, the total antisym­
metriser, A, for a nuclear wave function is equal to the product 4^4p, where 
An and Ap are the antisymmetrisers for the neutrons and protons respectively. 
Defining An and Ap as in equation (2.38),
r  ^ i Vn!  I l l
A  AnAp \ y/j\[ T ^   ^ / \ ^  ^ ^^9'^{Pp)Pp ( ;
 ^ (2.43)
where and Np are the respective numbers of neutrons and protons, and 
and Pp run over all permutations of the neutron and proton labels.
In order to fully antisymmetrise a wave function that consists of two antisym­
metric clusters, an inter-cluster antisymmetriser is required. The wave function 
contains antisymmetric clusters due to the antisymmetry of the combined 
spatial functions and spin Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The two protons (parti­
cles 3 and 4) are antisymmetrised, as are the two neutrons within the a-particle 
core (particles 1 and 2) and the two halo neutrons (particles 5 and 6). To 
completely antisymmetrise this wave function, an inter-cluster antisymmetriser, 
.4{i2}{56}) between the two neutron clusters {12} and {56} is needed. The fully 
antisymmetrised wave function, 0 j^ ,  is then given by
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^Î/M — •^ {12}{56}^ JM • (2.44)
The neutron and proton antisymmetrisers for ^He can be written in terms of 
inter-cluster and intra-cluster antisymmetrisers as
=  4{!2}{56}^ {12}v4{56} and Ap = 4.(34} , (2.45)
where A{ij} is the intra-cluster antisymmetriser between the particles in cluster 
{ij}, defined as in equation (2.38). The total antisymmetriser in terms of inter­
cluster and intra-cluster antisymmetrisers is therefore
4  =  4{12}{56}4(12}4{56}4{34} . (2.46)
4{i2}{56} sums over the permutations in An that are not contained within the 
intra-cluster antisymmetrisers 4{i2} and 4(56}. It has
terms, where riij is the number of neutrons in cluster {ij}. The explicit form of 
the inter-cluster antisymmetriser is
1
Ai2}{56} =  X I  s i g n { P A P ^  > (2-48)
where runs over all non-equivalent permutations that involve at least one 
exchange between the clusters (and also includes the unit operator). Two per­
mutations are equivalent if intra-cluster permutations turn one into the other,
i.e. if they put the same particles into the same clusters. Two equivalent ways 
of writing the inter-cluster antisymmetriser are then
4{i2}{56} =  ^ÿg(l ~-Pis “ -Pie “  P25 — P26 +  As-^26)
=  ÿ g ( l  ~ -P 15 “ -P16 “  I 25 “■-^ 26 +  ^ 16^ 25) • (2.49)
4{ i2}{56} does not commute with 4{i2} or 4(56}, nor is it proportional to a
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projector:
4(i2}{56} + constant x 4{i2}{56} • (2.50)
However, in the subspace of states of clusters that are internally antisymmetrised, 
it has this projection operator property. This restriction can be expressed by 
sandwiching it between the two operators 4{i2}4{56}:
4{12}4{56}4(i 2}{56}“^ {12}4{56} =  4{i2}4{56}4{i2}{56}4n (2.51)
using equation (2.45). Since a permutation operator acting on an antisym­
metrised state gives sign{P) times the original state, i.e. P A  = sign{P)A, 
then using the expression for 4{i2}{56} given in equation (2.48),
1
4(i2}{56}4 ^  V signi^PiA)P<r^A
N '
N '
VW'
=  VW'A . (2.52)
Putting this expression into equation (2.51) gives
4{12}4{56}4(22}{56}^{12}4{56} =  4(12} 4(56}
— V^4{12}4{56}4{12}{56}4{!2}4{56} . (2.53)
So when sandwiched between the corresponding intra-cluster antisymmetrisers, 
the inter-cluster antisymmetriser is proportional to a projector.
2.5 N orm alisation
The squared norm of the antisymmetrised wave function 0 ^  is given by
(^ J m | ^ J m ) — (‘^ {12}{56}^Jm | •^ {12}{56}^ Jm ) ' (2.54)
Since the wave function has antisymmetrisation between the clusters {12}, {34} 
and {56} built in, 4{i2}{56} is, in effect, sandwiched between the intra-cluster an-
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tisymmetrisers 4{i2}4{56}, as in equation (2.53). The squared norm can therefore 
be written as
< % |  % >  =  V6 ($ “  I . (2.55)
The projection operator property of the inter-cluster antisymmetriser allows 
an upper bound to be placed on the change in the norm of a wave function 
when acted on by this operator. As shown in the previous section, the operator 
4{i2}{56} is proportional to a projector; the corresponding projector, 4 '{i2 }{5 6}, 
is obtained by dividing by \/6. This can be seen by substituting
4{12}{56} =  \/64'{12}{56} (2.56)
into equation (2.53). Replacing the antisymmetriser 4{i2}{56} in equation (2.55) 
with the above expression gives
( % |  =  6 <  6 I $ “  ) . (2.57)
This shows that the squared norm of the fully antisymmetrised wave function 
0jr^, can be at most six times greater than that of the original wave function 
The maximum value of (0j5vf | ^ jm ) =  6 (0 jm | 0 j ^ )  would indicate that 
the wave function was already fully antisymmetric, i.e. 4'{i2}{56} ^ jm  —
However, a value this high is not expected for the three-body wave func­
tions under study. If the Pauli blocking was perfect, so that the core neutrons 
were completely orthogonal to those in the halo, the result 0jJv/) —
0 jm ) would be obtained. Realistically however, the value is expected 
to be either slightly below, (0 jm | iS ( ^ jm | ^ jm )? which implies a de­
gree of symmetry (and therefore cancellation under intercluster antisymmetrisa­
tion) between the halo and core neutrons, or else slightly above, (0 jm | ^ jm )
0 jm ) < 6 ^ jm ); which indicates that a degree of antisymmetry
already exists between the clusters.
Calculations of the squared norm ^ jm ), using equation (2.55), will be
performed in the following chapters. The inter-cluster antisymmetriser of equa­
tion (2.48), 4 {i2}{56}, will be applied to the six-body wave functions of equation 
(2.26), 0JM- These wave functions will, in turn, be constructed from the three- 
body models summarised in section 2.1.3.
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Chapter 3 
Harmonic Oscillator basis 
projection
One method of applying antisymmetrisation to the few-body model is to trans­
form the wave function from its natural Jacobi-coordinate basis into a ‘shell- 
model’ basis, which then consists of a sum of products of single particle states. 
This allows antisymmetrisation to be performed simply by taking a Slater de­
terminant of each term. This chapter describes the application of this approach 
using harmonic-oscillator basis states, which will be valuable for orientation and 
testing purposes. The active (three-body) part of the few-body wave function 
is first projected onto harmonic oscillator states in the Jacobi coordinates. This 
is then combined with an intrinsic core wave function and a Os centre-of-mass 
motion, and transformed to shell model coordinates. Antisymmetrisation is then 
performed explicitly, followed by a calculation of the wave function norm.
3.1 P rojection  o f th ree-b od y  wave function
In order to express the ^He wave function as a sum of Slater determinants, single­
particle coordinates must first be introduced. To achieve this, the coordinates 
(defined in section 2 .2 ) for the intrinsic wave function are combined (as shown 
in figure 3.1) with the overall centre-of-mass coordinate of the nucleus, R.  Six 
independent single-particle ‘shell’ coordinates Vi to can then be defined as the 
positions of particles 1 to 6  with respect to the fixed origin O. The shell model
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Figure 3.1: The six Jacobi coordinates for ^He.
coordinates, Vi to re, in terms of the Jacobi coordinates are:
„ 1 1 1
f'l — P '— p  2 ' p^n + -rn  5
'f'2 — R  -  - P +  -jTpn -  -Vn ,
'f'3 — R  -  -^P -  2 'f'pn +  5
and
'f'A — R  -  - p  -  ’
^  2 1
^  2 1 rQ = R p - p - - r  .
(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
The single-particle basis states used to construct the Slater determinants are the 
eigenfunctions of an harmonic oscillator potential centred at O, with oscillator 
parameter a. Since the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian is also separable in the 
Jacobi coordinates, any product of Jacobi-coordinate oscillator functions can be 
written as a finite sum of products of shell-coordinate oscillator functions.
The oscillator parameters for each Jacobi coordinate are defined by replacing the 
particle mass m  in equation (A.3) by the reduced mass of the two systems that 
the coordinate joins. Defining the oscillator parameters in this way simplifies
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the coordinate transformations performed in this chapter. For ®He the oscillator 
parameters are:
an = V 6 a  , (3.7)
2a (3.8)ap =
ap = a
v ! '
(3.9)
Gipm = a , (3.10)
an =
a
V 2
(3.11)
and
ap — . (3.12)
The radial part of the active ®He three-body wave function, from equation (2.27), 
is projected onto the set of radial harmonic oscillator functions in p and r, as
^tlpLsi'^^p) — '^^^\irl}nplp^nrlr{^rA)Rnplp{ap^p) . (3.13)
TlpTl'p
The total ^He wave function is defined as the intrinsic wave function from equa­
tion (2.26) multiplied by a Os centre-of-mass motion, 'ipooo{aR, R), such that
^jM  — Rl) • (3.14)
Using equations (3.13) and (3.14) with the definition of 0 %  from section 2.3, 
and combining the spherical harmonics and radial functions to give harmonic 
oscillator spatial functions, the total wave function becomes
= X 4 T v p  X  {lrmrlpmp\Lk)(iaf,\UST,)
LSur nirmpAYlai
Uplrlp CJ2 0-3(74 (75 ere
X (Z,A5E|JiW)(è(Tiè(T2|00)(è(r3èff4|00) ( p
^ "0 0 0 0 (^i?5 I^)’0 OOo(^ n, ^n)'0 OOo(o:p5 ^p)'0 OOo(^ pnj pn)
^ '^nrlrmr{( r^i' )^'4^ nplpmp{ap) p) • (3.15)
Labelling the sets of quantum numbers {LSrtrlrnplp}^ {nrlrTrirUplpTrip} and {ASm^mp
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(Ji(7 2 (7 3 (7 4 7^ 5 <7 6 } 8 8  7 , (5 and ji respectively, and omitting the s = h label from the 
spin functions, the total ®He wave function can be written more succinctly as
a-'Æ = ■ (3.16)
7 p i—1
The number of oscillator quanta is determined by 7 . The Clebsch-Gordan coef­
ficients are contained within the coefficients
4^ =  (2<7il<72|00)(|(73l<74|00)(è(75è(76|5'E)
X  { l r T n r l p m p \ L A ) { L A S ' £ \ J M )  . (3.17)
The cl^ J^ npip expansion coefficients have been relabelled and is the
product of Jacobi-coordinate harmonic-oscillator functions
^Jacobt ^  ipoQo{aR, jR)^/iooo(«n, r^)^ooo(cKp, rp)
^ '0OOo((^ pn5 ^pn)'0nrirmr (^r 5 )^'0npipmp ((^ p, P) , (3.18)
each with 2(rir -f- Up) -\-lr + Ip oscillator quanta.
The Cj coefficients in equation (3.16) have been kept separate from the A]J as 
they contain the physical information about the three-body model wave function 
of the system.
3.2 Transform ation to  Shell coordinates
Each of the expansion functions can be written as a linear combination
of products of shell-coordinate harmonic oscillator functions:
a
where a = {nili7rii}i=i^e and
6
^shell ^  n )  . (3 .2 0 )
i=l
The advantage of using harmonic oscillator wave functions is that, as well as
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having analytic solutions to the Schrodinger equation, the sum in equation (3.19) 
is finite. If a more realistic potential was used, this sum would contain an infinite 
number of terms.
Substituting equation (3.19) into (3.16) thus gives an expression for the original 
three-body wave function, combined with an intrinsic a-particle state and a Os 
wave centre-of-mass motion, in terms of shell-coordinate product functions:
= E ^  E E n X'. (0 . (3-21)
7  p a i—1
3.3 A n tisym m etrisation  and norm alisation
The wave function is antisymmetrised with the same operator that acts on 
the intrinsic wave function 0 ^  in equation (2.44). This same antisymmetriser 
can be used because antisymmetrisation has no effect on the centre-of-mass mo­
tion. The fully antisymmetrised ground state wave function, 0 qo^ ,^ is then given 
by
■ (3.22)
The squared norm is also defined in the same way as for 0 %  in equation (2.55), 
giving
= V 6  . (3.23)
Since the wave function essentially contains the intracluster antisymmetrisers, 
and it is known that from equation (2.41), then
4{i2}0of® =  A{56}^Io  ^ = . (3.24)
Intracluster antisymmetrisers can therefore be inserted into equation (3.23) after 
the intercluster antisymmetriser to give
« • >  -
=
4{12}{56}4{12}4{56}0o?^
. (3.25)
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Defining the squared norm in this way simplifies the calculation, since the action 
of the operator An (defined in section 2.4.2) produces a Slater determinant of 
the neutron single-particle states for each term of the wave function.
Incorporating the expression for from equation (3.21) into equation (3.25) 
gives
0 00
7 /I
X . ^ E 7 ' E < E ^ f ' '
7 ' p' a'
which can be rearranged to produce
6
^ r ' l i x ^ o )
j=i
0 ^He00 000 /
7 7 ' pp'
6
X  (  » 7 " I I x . . ( 0 Æ $ : ^ " l l x 4 ü ')
3 = 1
(3.26)
(3.27)
3.4 In itia l analytic norm  m atrix  calcu lations
An initial calculation of the norm was carried out by hand, using just the first 
three terms of the lr = lp = L = S  = 0 partial wave. This section shows the 
detail of this calculation, which was used to check against the computational 
results of section 3.6. The spatial part of this test wave function is
,Tr®i/e   (00)0^.Jacobi , (0 0 )0 .j.Jacobi , (0 0 )O.j.Jacobi^test — *-0000 ^ 0 0 0 0 0 0  ‘-lOOO ^ 1 0 0 0 0 0 ' '- 0 0 1 0  ^ 0 0 0 1 0 0
and the total test wave function is
(3.28)
=  »ao(l,2 )% oo(3 ,4)% oo(5 ,6) ,
where
(3.29)
(3.30)
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The first term in the spatial function transforms simply to shell coordinates: 
^æoooo =  i^ooo{o'r:r)'ipooo{aR,R)'ipooo{ap,p)
^ "0OOo(^pn, ^pn)^OOo(^p, ^p)"0OOo(^n5 ^n)
X exp [—{a^r^ +  où\B ?  +  +  CKp^ p^u +  <^ p^ p +  <^n^n)/2]
=  - ^ ^ ^ v [ - o ? { r l  + rl  + rl  + rl  + r l + r l ) / 2 ]
=  ÿooo(o:,T'i)^ooo(Q(,7'2)ÿ'ooo(Q:,r3)
X V^ooo(o;,r4)*oo(o:,r5)ÿ;ooo(cK,7'6) . (3.31)
Transforming the second term gives
^ 1 0 0 0 0 0  =  ^ 1 0 0 (CKr,‘r )^ 0 0 0 (û;Æ,i^)^0 0 0 («p,P)
X " 0 0 0 0 ((Z^ p^n5 ^pn)V^OOO(^p, ^p)’0OOo(^n, ^n)
=  (arapaBO:pnCkpa^)2/7r^/^
X e x p  [—{ a y  +  a\B ?  +  a ^  +  «pn^pn +  ^p^p +  <^n^n)/2]
^ / 3  a \  , , A  a^
-  i r ( T 5  - T q) • (rs -  re)3 \ 2  2  ^ 0/ V 0 o/y ^9/2
X exp [-a^(r^ +  "^2 +  "^3 +  "^4 +  5^ +  - (3.32)
Expanding out the scalar product and using the relation
1 1
V5 • Vq =  2 (^5 +  fys)(3Z6 — We) +  2 ( ^ 5  — We){(^e +  We) +  ^5 ^ 6  , (3.33)
equation (3.32) can be rewritten in the form of harmonic oscillator wave functions 
in the shell coordinates:
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^100000 — yÇ ^ 2  "  "Y {^5 +  ^6 -  (^5 + W 5 ) { x 6  ~  We) 
— {x5 — iy^){xQ +  iyo) — 2 %5 Z6
^ ;^ G x p ^ -a ^ ( r^  +  r^ +  r^ +  r^ +  r^ +  r^
1  6 
=  %'ÿioo(cK, r^) J J  *oo(ck, Ti)
i=l
i^5
+ 2 '^ioo(^’ JJ^ooo(û;, "^ i)
i=l
^ |'0 o io (û :, '^ 5)^ 010(0;, re) -  -0011 (a, '^ 5)^ 01- !  {a, Vq)
4
-  '001-1 {a, 7-5 ) ^ 0 1 1  («, re ) j  Y ï * 0 0 (a, n )
i=l
1 ®
=  %0ioo(o^, r s )  Y l  ^ 000(CK, Vi)
i=l  
i^5
5
+ - '^ 10o(^: Y% V^0 0 0 (CK,
i=l
1 ^
“  ^  ['0 0 1 (0 ,^'y's)® 001 (cK, Te)]ggY%'0ooo(a,r^) , (3.34)
where
[^nz(a,r) (g)^^T(a%/)]^^ =  ^(W W |Z,M )^^z^(a,r)^Tiw (Q :% /) . (3.35)
mm'
In a similar way, ^oooioo can be transformed to shell oscillator functions to give
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1  ®
^oooiœ =  ôl/’ioo(a,»’5)]qV'ooo(«,n)
i=l
5
+ g'0 ioo(cK, Te) Y% '0 0 0 0 (0 :, r^)
i—1
1   ^ ^
+  7% ^ 1 0 0 (0 ,^ ^i) 0 0 0 0 (CK, 'f'j)
i=l j= l
j^i
\f2 ^
+ [001 (û ,^‘^ 5 ) 001 (cK, '^6)]oo Y%0OOo(cK, r ^
i=l
^  ^  ^  [001 (o^, n) 0  001 (o:, n)]gQ Y l  ^ooo{oi,rk)4 6 6
i=l j=5 k—1
k^i,j
3 4 6
+ w E  E  [U(o:,ri) ® i>oi(a,rj)]^ %% ÿooo(a,r&) • (3.36)
i=l j= i+ l k=l
k^i,j
The spatial function is symmetric with respect to the permutations P 1 2 , 
P3 4 and P5 6 . Multiplying by the spin functions %oo(l, 2)Xqo(3, 4)Xqo(5, 6 ), which 
are antisymmetric for these permutations, makes the total wave function, 0^^^, 
antisymmetric on exchange of these particle pairs. To completely antisymmetrise 
this wave function the operator M{i2}{5 6} must be applied:
. (3.37)
By relabelling the coefficients
Cl =  4 % ,  C2 =  cJooî? and C3 =  4 %  (3.38)
and defining the wave functions
=  »Si,X-oo(l,2)%oo(3,4)%oo(5,6) ,
$ 2  =  »So^oo(1,2)Voo(3,4)A:oo(5,6) and
$ 3  =  WoVS)^oo(1,2)Xoo(3,4)A:oo(5,6) , (3.39)
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the total antisymmetrised wave function can be rewritten as
^t^st — 4{i2}{56} (ci0i +  C2 0 2  +  C3 0 3 ) . (3.40)
The squared norm of this wave function can be defined in terms of a norm matrix 
N, where
Nij = (0i| and 0  ^ =  4{i2}{56}^z , (3.41)
as
hj
The first term of 0^^®, v4{i2}{56}Ci0i, is zero. This is because all four neutrons 
have the same spatial function, 0 0 0 0  (a, r 0 , and there are only two possible spin 
projections, so there will be more than one neutron in the same single-particle 
state. This is not allowed by the Pauli principle, so the state will vanish under 
antisymmetrisation.
Making use of equations (2.41) and (2.45), along with the fact that the clus­
ters {12} and {56} are antisymmetric, 0 2  can be antisymmetrised using the An 
operator:
^ 2  =  4{12}{56}^2
=  4{!2}{56};^v4{12}^M{56}^2 
=
— 2*-^ ”^(ooo^-^oo(lj 2)Xoo(3,4)Xoo(5,6) . (3.43)
This calculation can be simplified by recognizing that the first two terms of 
0 ^ 0 0 0 0 0  equation (3.34) contain three neutrons in Os states. The terms in 0 2  
containing these spatial states will therefore vanish under antisymmetrisation. 
The remaining wave function is then
^ 2  =  ~24n^oo(l, 2)Aoo(3, 4)Aoo(5,6 )
X
1  II^  [001 (a, r's)^) 001 (a, re)] 00 0000 (o:,r0 . (3.44)
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Expanding out the neutron Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and writing the wave 
function in terms of products of single-particle states gives:
^2 =  2 (73 2 (74100)0000(73 (3) 0000^ 4 (4)
0-30-4
0^000& (1)0000-1 (2)0O1O& (3)0010-# (3)
“  0000# (1)0000-# (2)0010-# (3)0010# (3)
“  0000-# (1)0000# (2)0010# (3)0010-# (3)
+ 0000-# (1)0000# (2)0010-# (3)0010# (3)
“  0000# (1)0000-# (2)0011# (3)001- 1-# (3)
+ 0000# (1)0000-# (2)0011-# (3)001- 1# (3)
+ 0000-# (1)0000# (2)0011# (3)001- 1-# (3)
“  0000-# (1)0000# (2)0011-# (3)001- 1# (3)
~  0000# (1)0000-# (2)001- 1# (3)0011-# (3)
+ 0000# (1)0000-# (2)001- 1-# (3)0011# (3)
+ 0000-# (1)0000# (2)001-1# (3)0011-# (3)
~  0OOO-# (1)0000# (2)001- 1-# (3)0011# (3)1 . (3.45)
Before the antisymmetriser is applied, there are twelve products of neutron states 
that are orthogonal. However, when they are antisymmetrised and each product 
becomes a Slater determinant, they are no longer all orthogonal to each other. 
The first four product functions contain the same single-particle states in different 
orders. Swapping the positions of two particles is equivalent to switching two 
rows of the Slater determinant, which gives the same determinant multiplied 
by —1. For example, antisymmetrising the second neutron product function in 
equation (3.45) gives
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-Tn(—0000# (1)0000-# (2)0C 10-# (3)0010# (3))
0000#(1) 0000#(2) 0000#(3) 0000# (3)
1 0000-#(1) 0000-#(2) 0000-#(3) 0000-#(3)
V4! 0oio-#(l) 0010-# (2) 0010-#(3) 0010-#(3)
0010#(1) 0010# (2) 0010#(3) 0010# (3)
0000#(1) 0000#(2) 0000#(3) 0000# (3)
1 0000-#(1) 0000-#(2) 0000-#(3) 0000-#(3)
■  +  V4! 0010#(1) 0010#(2) 0010#(3) 0010#(3)
0oio-#(l) 0010-#(2) 0oio-#(3) 0oio-#(3)
— (0000# (1)0000-# (2)0010# (5)<Z^ oio-#(3)) (3.46)
which is the first product function antisymmetrised. All of the first four Slater 
determinants add coherently in this way. The remaining eight product functions 
contain two different sets of single-particle functions, so # 2  can be written in a 
reduced form as
^2 — ^  ^ ( 20-32(74100)0ooo<73(3)0000^4(4)
(73(74
-Tn (0000# (1)0000-# (2)0010# (5)0010-# (0) 
~  0000# (1)0000-# (2)0011# (5)001-1-# (0)
“  0000# (1)0000-# (2)001-1#(5)0011-#(3)) (3.47)
This is equivalent to
^ 2  — — 0OOo(û:,T’3)0OOo(û^5^4)Aroo(3,4)
A„ {^ooo(a,ri)^ooo(a,r2) [ÿo ja .rg ) ®%Aoi(a,rG)] 
X é(l)X -è(2)X è(5)X -è(6)
00
(3.48)
which is similar to equation (3.44), but An is now applied to a wave function 
without neutron spin coupling. This means that there is no cluster antisym­
metrisation, so there is no renormalisation factor of 1 / 2  in equation (3.48).
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The function 0 3  can be calculated in the same way:
^ 3  — ‘T{12}{56}^3 — 2)Aoo(3, 4)Aoo(5, 6 ) ^ 0 0 0 1 0 0
— -  A%A'oo(l; 2)%oo(3,4)%oo(5,6 )
1  ^
- 0100(q;, r-s) Yl 0000(û:, n )
1   ^ 1  ^ ^
+  %0ioo(cK, V q) 0 0 0 0 (0 :, V i )  +  —  ^ 0 1 0 0 (0 , V i )  0 0 0 0 (0 , r j )
i=l i=l 7 = 1J= 1
# 2
\ /2  ^
+ - y  [0 0 1 (0 ,^ 5 ) (g) 0 0 1  (a, re)] oqJJ 0 0 0 0 (o ,r 0
i=l
4 6
— [0 oi(o, r 0  (g)0 oi(a, rj)]pQ 0 0 0 0 (0 , r^)
î=l fc=l
\
i=l j —i+1 k=l
kÿéi,j
(3.49)
y
The first three terms of ^ 0 0 0 1 0 0  contain more than two neutrons in Os states, and 
so will vanish under antisymmetrisation. The fourth term has the same form as 
0 2 , with both quanta in the halo particles 5 and 6 . The fifth term represents 
the energy quanta split between the a-particle core and the halo. The sum over 
i in this term includes excitation of the protons, but these terms are not allowed 
as, again, there will be too many neutron Os states. This is also the case for the 
final term; only 2 =  1 , j  =  2 is allowed. The wave function # 3  can therefore be 
reduced to
^ 3  =  -T„Xoo(l, 2)Xqo(3, 4)Xoo(5,6 )
X
1
^  [ipoiia, 7 5 ) ® re ) ] 00 R  *^ooo(«, n )  
^ 2 6  6 
T - ÿ = E E  [% ^oi(a,n)® *i(a,rJ]oo R  ipm(a,rk)
+
1  ^ \
[V'oi(a,ri) ® V’o i(a , 7 2 )]oo R  ^ooo(a,rt) I . (3.50)
k^i,3
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Expanding ont the second line of equation (3.50) gives 
1
AnXooO-, 2)Xqo(3, 4)Xoo(5, 6)
2 6 6
X E E  ® V'OI (a, r^)] 00 R  ipom{a, r&)
i=l j=5 k=l
-TnXoo(l, 2)Xqo(3, 4)Xqo(5, 6 )
6 V^
X [ 0 0 1  («, ri) (g) 0 0 1  (a, r s ) ] J J  0 oqq(a, Vk)
k—2
k^e
+  [ 0 o i ( a , ' r i )  (g )0o i(a ,r6 )]Q o  J j 0 o o o ( a , r f c )
k=2
6
+  [ 0 0 1  (a, 7-2 ) (g) 0 0 1 (0 :, 7-5 )]^  ^ Y l  0 0 0 0 (0 :, T'A;)
k=l
fc^ 2,5
\
k—1
k^2 /
(3.51)
However the four terms in equation (3.51) can be shown to be equivalent to each 
other and add coherently. For example,
6
AnXoo{l, 2)Xqo(3, 4)Xoq(5, 6 ) [ 0 0 1  (a, Vi) g) 0 0 1 (0 , 7*5 ) ] J J  0 0 0 0 (0 :, Vk)
k=2
=  — An -Eoo(2, l)Xoo(3,4)%oo(5,6)
6
X [0Ol(O(,7'2) 0  0Ol(o(,7'5)]gg 0ooo(«, 7*A;)
k^l 
A: 7 2^ ,5
— +  Ma A"oo(l, 2 )% oo(3 ,4)% oo(5 ,6)
6
X [ 0 0 1  (o;, 7*2 ) g  0 0 1  (a, 7*5 )] QQ Yl 0 0 0 0 (0 :, 7"A;) . (3.52)
k=l
kf2,5
The first step taken here is to permute particle labels 1 and 2, which swaps 
columns 1 and 2  in each Slater determinant, giving the factor —1 . Another — 1
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comes from the antisymmetric spin function
X oo(2,1) — P i2Xoo(1 , 2 ) — —X oo(l,2)
The equation for 0 3  can then be further reduced to
(3.53)
^ 3  — An-Eoo(l, 2)JEoo(3, 4)A^ oo(5, 6) 
/
X
1
YY/I [V'oi (a, 75) «> V’oi (a, ï-e)] J |  ^ ooo(«, n )
 ^  [001 (o:, 7*1 ) g  0Ol(o:, T's)]^  ^Jj0ooo(o, 7*A;)
k—2 
k^5
1  ®
[001(0:, 7-1) g  001(0:, 7-2)] 00 J][ 0000(0:, T-k)+ (3.54)
Taking the second term of this equation and expanding out the neutron spin 
functions, it can be seen that some of the terms have particles 2  and 6 , which 
are both Os states, with the same spin. These terms will vanish under antisym­
metrisation, so the second line of equation (3.54) becomes
V2
A n  ^  (xè  (l)x-è (2) -  x - i  (l)Xè (2) )  (xè (5)x-è (6) -  X-è (5)Xè (6))
6
X  Xoo(3,4) [0 o i(o ,r i)  g 0 o i(a ,r 5)]pQ Jj0ooo(o ,rfc)
k^2
k^e
A n  Xoo(3, 4) [001 (o, 7-1 ) g  001 (o, 7-5)] 00 Y [  0000 (o , V k)
k=2  
kj^ 5
X (1)%_# (2)%_i (5)%1 (6) -h %_1 (1)%1 (2)%1 (5)%_1 (6)
\ /2  ®
= —  A  ^ 00(3 , 4) [001 (a , 7-1 ) g  001 (a, 7-5)]00 %% 0000(0, Tt)
k=2
k^5
X  X*(l)X-è(2)X -i(5)Xè(6) • (3.55)
The last line of equation (3.55) is obtained by swapping particle 2 with 6  and 1 
with 5 in the second spin term of the previous line. This does not not change the
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spatial functions as they are symmetrical for these particle pairs; it is equivalent 
to switching two pairs of rows in the corresponding Slater determinants, which 
simply multiplies the function by (—1) .^
Equation (3.55) can be written in the same form as the first term of equation 
(3.54), by first swapping particle 1 with 6 and then putting in the spin coupling. 
The first step produces symmetric spatial functions for the clusters {12} and 
{56}, using the relation AnPie = PieAn = —An- The spin function can then be 
changed to Xqo(1, 2)Xqo(6, 5) =  —Xqo(1, 2)Xqo(5, 6), provided the wave function 
is renormalised by introducing a factor of 1/2. Thus:
■s/2 ^
An AToo(3,4) [001 (cK, T^ i) g  001 (o:, 'y^ 5)]QQ Y%0ooo(o:, T'A;)
k=2
X %i(l)%_i(2)x_i(5)%i(6)
\ /2  ^
=  -  — A z A:oo(3,4) [0 o i(a ,r6 )  g0oi(a ,T '5)]oo  Jj0ooo(o:,r'A;)
k=l
X x i(l)x_ i(2 )x_^ (5 )x |(6 )
1 ^
=  A , [iZ-oi (a, Ts) ® (a, re)] R  V"ooo(a, r&)
X Xoo(l,2)Xoo(3,4)Xoo(5,6) . (3.56)
The third term of equation (3.54) can be converted in the same way, by swapping
particle 1 with 5 and 2 with 6 to give an expression for #g of
_ g 4
^3 =  — ^  A  [0oi(a,r'5) g 0 oi(o:,'r6 ) ] o o f j 0 ooo(a,T'A;)
V ^ A:=l
X Xoo(l,2)Xoo(3,4)%oo(5,6). (3.57)
This expression for #g has the same form as equation (3.44) for # 2 , and can be 
written in the same uncoupled spin form as equation (3.48):
3
^ 3  =  A  [0oi(o:,t'5) g0oi(o ;,r'6 )]oo  Jj0ooo(<a,rA,)
X X i(l)x_i(2)x i(5)x_i(6)X oo(3 ,4). (3.58)
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(
0 0  \
N  = 0 1 / 2 -3 /4
\ o -3 /4 9/8 /
This form has the advantage that the wave function, excluding the constant at 
the front, is normalised to unity. The norm matrix, N, is then calculated to be:
(3.59)
In order to use this matrix with the three-body models, a value for the oscillator 
parameter a  must first be determined.
3.5 C alculation o f th e  oscillator param eter
This section contains a calculation of the internal density of the a-particle. The 
root mean square (rms) radius of the ^He nucleus is found in terms of the oscil­
lator parameter, a. Fitting this result to the experimental measurement of the 
radius gives a value of a  to use in the ®He calculations.
The spatial wave function of the a-particle can be written in terms of oscillator 
single-particle states as
% e i i ( ^ i ,  ^ 2 ,  T - 3 , 7 - 4 )  =  0 0 0 0 ( 0 : ,  7 - 1 ) 0 0 0 0 ( 0 : , 7 - 2 ) 0 0 0 0 ( 0 , 7 - 3 ) 0 0 0 0 ( 0 , 7 - 4 )  . ( 3 . 60)
In order to find the internal density in terms of the coordinate 7 -^  from the centre- 
of-mass of the a-particle, the centre-of-mass motion must be removed. ^2ieii can 
be transformed to Jacobi coordinates to give
7-^ , 7-y) =  7*„, 7-p)0ooo(Oj%^ , A«) , (3.61)
where Ra  is the centre-of-mass coordinate for the a-particle and a ^  =  2a is 
the associated oscillator parameter. The intrinsic wave function is:
^ " " ( T - p n ,  7- n ,  7- p )  =  0 o o o ( o :p 7 % ,  7-p T z )0 o o o ( Q : u ,  7- n ) 0 o o o ( o : p ,  7 - p )  . ( 3 . 62)
The internal density pai^a) equivalent to the internal density of any of the 
four particles, since they are all in the same spatial state. The intrinsic Jacobi 
coordinates can be written in terms of any three of the four single-particle coor­
dinates, (rT, z =  1,2,3,4), defined from the centre-of-mass of the nucleus. Only
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three of these are independent, as they must satisfy
r'ai +  r'a2 +  r'^ 3 +  =  0 (3.63)
Using r '^ 2  the internal Jacobi coordinates transform to
f'pn = 'f'al d" f'a2 ;
n =  r'^ 1 -  r'^ 2
and
— ‘^ al d" ^a2 d- 2 r*^a3
(3.64)
(3.65)
(3.66)
Substituting these coordinate transforms into r*„, r*p) gives the intrinsic
wave function r'^ 2  ^r^g), and the internal probability density becomes
—  2a^ (rfi +  r'^ 2 +
+  f'al ■ r'aS + <2 ■ r ls ) (3.67)
The internal density is then
Pai'^as) ~ (3.68)
which gives
(3.69)
The internal spatial wave function for nucleon i in the a-particle can then be 
written as
rv/^ 2 r —Q,/2p/2
(&70)^ooo(<a', r'^i) = —  exp7T4
where the new oscillator parameter is
a  =
2 CK (3.71)
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The internal rms radius of the nucleus is then
Comparing equation (3.72) to the experimental value of =  1.5 fm, gives
an oscillator parameter of a  =  0.71 fm~^.
3.6 C om putational results
The coding described in this section is broken down into two parts. Firstly, 
a Fortran program was written to project the three-body wave functions onto 
the set of harmonic oscillator functions in p and r. The transformation to shell 
coordinates and antisymmetrisation was then performed using Mathematica.
The calculations discussed in this chapter were applied to two ^He three-body 
models with realistic rms radii (described in section 2.1.3): the Pauli-blocked 
wave function h48p, and the state h50n without Pauli blocking. The norms for 
the first five partial waves of these wave functions are shown in Table 3.1. As 
can be seen from the table, the norm values for the two wave functions are very 
similar. In both cases most of the probability density comes from the Ir = Ip = 0 
partial wave.
norm
Ir Ip L S h48p h50n
0 0  0 0 0.8478 0.8348
1 1  1 1 0.1146 0.1143
2 2  0 0 0.0194 0.0255
3 3 1 1 0.0083 0.0082
4 4 0 0 0.0014 0.0050
Total 0.9915 0.9878
Table 3.1: The norm for each of the first five partial waves in the few-body 
models h48p (with Pauli blocking) and h50n (without Pauli blocking). The 
missing strength is in higher partial waves.
The oscillator parameter found in the previous section was used to define the 
radial harmonic oscillator functions of equation (3.13). The coefficients Q,
^The rms radius can also be found using the relation 4(r^) =  -f =
pni'^ 'pn +  2Pn +  2 0^), which allows the integration to be performed over the Jacobi coordinates.
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n; cf cf
# 1 0 0 0.054 0.036
0 2 1 0 -0.385 -0.410
03 0 1 0.549 0.525
04 2 0 0.214 0.233
05 1 1 -0.023 0 . 0 0 0
0 6 0 2 -0.283 -0.267
Table 3.2: Coefficients for the overlap with Jacobi oscillator functions =  
^$oon*oo"^oo(l,2)Xoo(3,4)Xoo(5,6) (with oscillator quanta < 4) of the lr = lp = 
0 partial wave, for two three-body models of ®He. The coefficients cf are those 
for the Pauli-blocked wave function h48p, and cf are for h50n without Pauli 
blocking.
for the projection of the Ir = Ip = 0 partial wave onto these radial functions, were 
then calculated numerically. The results for the two three-body wave functions 
(for oscillator quanta < 4) are listed in Table 3.2. The coefficients for the two 
wave functions closely resemble each other, as suggested by the similarity of the 
norm values. The cf value is very small, as expected for the Pauli-blocked wave 
function, since this corresponds to the halo particles being in the same state as 
the core neutrons. Most of the norm for this partial wave comes from the lower 
Ur, Tip values, with approximately 45% of the total squared norm of both wave 
functions included in the C2 =  and cg =  Cqqio^  coefficients.
Using the coefficients q  =  cf for the Pauli-blocked wave function h48p, the
squared norm of the antisymmetrised test function found in section 3.4, compared 
to that of the original test function, becomes
- _  161 . (3.73)
The same result is in fact achieved when the coefficients cf from the wave function
without Pauli blocking, h50n, are used. This is because the coefficients for the 
first three terms used in the test function are very similar in the Pauli-blocked 
and non-blocked wave functions. This test function was first reproduced and 
then extended to 4 oscillator quanta using the Mathematica software package.
The calculations were performed with Mathematica so that symbolic integration 
could be used to evaluate the overlaps between the Jacobi and shell-coordinate 
harmonic-oscillator bases. The program first calculates the overlap coefficients,
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C f)
(C f
Bf, from equation (3.19). This was achieved by defining both the Jacobi wave 
functions, and the shell products, in terms of the cartesian shell
coordinates. Both sets of wave functions were grouped according to the num­
ber of oscillator quanta they contain. Only shell-coordinate oscillator functions 
with the same total angular-momentum-projection quantum number, M, as the 
Jacobi wave functions were defined. A new integration function was written to 
calculate the overlaps, which reduced the computation time compared to using 
the intrinsic Mathematica integration function. The norm was calculated as in 
equation (3.27), by reading in the cffonpO coefficients, and building in antisym­
metrisation with the Mathematica permutation function.
Explicitly, the function is extended to four oscillator quanta by relabelling 
the coefficients
Q =  4oo(? , cs =  and Cg =  c^ 0 2 0  (3.74)
and defining the wave functions
04
05
06
2)Voo(3,4)Xoo(5,6 ) , 
^ S o ^ o o ( l ,  2)Xoo(3,4)Xoo(5,6 ) and 
o^o“o™2<^ oo(l, 2)Xoo(3,4)Xoo(5,6 ) , (3.75)
to give the antisymmetrised wave function
6
0^q ® =  ^{12}{56} ^  Q 0i .
i= l
The norm matrix for this wave function was calculated to be
(3.76)
N  =
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 12
3
4 0 0 0
0 34
9
8 0 0 0
0 0 0 78 8
9
32
0 0 0 fyisTi 9 \/Ï5/28 16 32
0 0 0 932
^/Ï5/2
32
135
128
(3.77)
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which gives a change in the squared norm of the h48p wave function of
- _  1 54 . (3.78)
For the h50n model, the squared norm ratio is 1.53. In each case, 0^^^ represents 
about 57% of the total wave function.
The code can, in principle, be extended to include higher and Up values and 
other partial waves. However, a limitation lies in the speed of the calculations. 
The calculations presented here took weeks to process, and the computational 
intensity increases rapidly with increasing oscillator quanta. A comparison of 
the radial parts of the test function and the Ir = Ip = ^ partial wave of the 
three-body model is shown in figure 3.2. The radial function
10
E  c% oA .,o(«r,r)P .,o («m P) (3.79)
nr,np=0
is also plotted on this graph. It can clearly be seen from this figure that many 
oscillator states are needed to reproduce the few-body wave function. Therefore, 
although this analytical method is valuable for understanding the action of the 
intercluster antisymmetriser, a different approach must be adopted in order to 
consider the full wave function. This is the subject of the next chapter.
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Comparison of wave functions for fixed r  = 5 fm
0.30
—  few-body model 
  HO test function
—  HO: , » max = 1 0
0.20£
0.10
Q.
£ 0.00
- 0.10Q.
- 0.20
0 10 20
P (fm)
Figure 3.2: The wave functions in p, at a fixed value of r  = 5 fm, for: the 
Ir = Ip = 0 partial wave, % oo(c P), of the few-body model with Pauli blocking; 
the radial part of the harmonic oscillator test function.
function P)-
and the radial
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Chapter 4 
Num erical approach to  He 
calculations
This chapter examines the effect of full antisymmetrisation on various attributes 
of different few-body models of the ®He ground state. A direct numerical ap­
proach is developed, using Monte Carlo integration, to antisymmetrise the wave 
function and calculate observables within the internal Jacobi coordinate set. 
The analytical norm calculations of the previous chapter are first reproduced to 
demonstrate the validity of this method, and then calculations of the norm, root 
mean square radius and matter and charge distributions are presented.
4.1 Form alism  for sta tic  properties
4.1.1 Wave function norm
The internal wave function $  for the J'  ^ = O'** ground state of the ^He nucleus 
(defined in section 2.3 as 4>ooO can be written as
IrlpLS
(4.1)
00
This expression can be simplified by recognising that the total spin of the two 
halo neutrons has only two possible values, 5' =  0 or 1. This means that in the 
framework of the L/F-coupling to J  =  0, the halo orbital angular momentum L
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can also only take the values L = S  = O o r L  = S  = l. (The projection A of 
L is also restricted to A =  —S, the projection of S.) In addition, taking into 
account the antisymmetry of the halo neutrons, along with the parity of the wave 
function, the orbital angular momenta in r  and p  must be equal (C = Ip = I), 
and they must have a parity equal to the parity of L  ^ . Equation (4.1) can 
therefore be reduced to
I S
(4.2)
00
where % (r , p) = p) allowed values of I and S {S = 0 for even I and
5  =  1 for odd I), otherwise Uis{r,p) = 0. This wave function is antisymmetrised 
by applying the intercluster antisymmetriser
^  — ^ ^ ( 1  — -^ 15 — -^ 16 — P2 5  — P2 6  +  P1 5 P2 6 ) (4.3)
where A  = M{i2}{5 6} defined in equation (2.48). The squared norm of the anti­
symmetrised wave function #  =  M4>, J \ f  = # ), was shown in section 2.5 to
reduce to
Â r=  V ë(0 | # ) . (4.4)
Substituting equation (4.3) into equation (4.4) gives
Af  — (4>| ( 1  — Pi5 — Pig — P2 5  — P2 6  +  -Fis-F^o)^) , (4.5)
and with equation (4.2) for 0, the squared norm becomes
M  = U ° ‘J2^rs-{r,p)
\  U S '
[Yi>{f) ® Yi>{p)]g, ® [x%(5) ® X%(6 )]
S '
00
(1 — Pl5 ~ P16 — P2 5  ~  P2 6  +  P1 5 P2 6 )
I S
(4.6)
00
^For the wave function to have positive parity, Ir and Ip must be either both odd or both  
even, since the total parity is given by U{lr +  Ip) =  (— Thi s  restriction, combined 
with the fact that \lr  — Ip\ <  L <  1, means that Ir =  Ip =  I. For an antisymmetric halo, 
either an antisymmetric spin function {S  =  0) with a symmetric spatial function (C even), or 
a symmetric spin function {S =  1) with an antisymmetric spatial function {Ir odd) is required. 
Therefore, Ir +  S  must be even, so II(/) =  11(5') =  II(L).
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The first step in evaluating this integral is to consider the effect of each of the 
permutation operators on the spin functions. The operator which permutes
both the space and the spin variables, can be broken down into =  j:)space^spm
Taking for example the permutation operator and using the notation
A7gs(2, j)  =  (%) 0  defined in equation (3.24), the overlap of the
neutron spin functions with this operator is given by:
TVfs =  (%oo(l,2)%s'E'(5,6)| |% o o (l,% 2 (5 ,6 ))
=  (W o(l, 2)W '2'(5,6 ) I Voo(5,2)X5s(1,6))
=  E  {(2'^i2'^2|00)x,ji(l)x<T'(2)(è<75èo'é|5'S')Xa'(5)Xcr'(6)|
(71(72  <75 (76
(&(T5§(72|00)X(,5(5)%(72(2)(i(Tl&(T6|'S'I:)X(,Xl)%(76(6))
( 2(7^  2 (T2 |0 0 ) (zCTs^ CTe 2 (^ 5  2(72 |00)(i(7iio-6|PE)
<7 1 (7 2 (75(76
^ <^7^(71 ^ <72a2 ^ <7^(75 <^(7g(76
= (2(7i2Cr2|00)(2(75ècr6|P'S')(|(75ècr2|00)(2C7iècr6|PE) . (4.7)
<7 1 (7 2 (75(76
Putting (72 =  —(7 i and (75 =  =  (7i, as can be seen from the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients coupling to zero, this reduces to
A ^15 =  y ^ ( 2 (7 i 2 —  (7 i | 0 0 ) ( 2 (7 i 2 (7 6 | P ' E ' ) ( i ( 7 i 2 —  (7 i  | 0 0 )  ( | ( 7 i  1 (7 6  | P E )
<71 <76 
<71(76
= • (4.8)
Similarly, the spin overlaps for each of the other permutations are calculated to 
be:
TVi’^e =  (Xoo(l, 2)Xs-e-(5, 6 ) | " |%oo(l, 2)Xse(5, 6 )) =  , (4.9)
=  (Xoo(1,2)Xs-e'(5,6)1 P g'" |Xoo(l,2)Xss(5,6)) =  ^ W s ' s  , (4.10)
=  <Xoo(l,2)Xg-s-(5,6)| P Z "  |Xoo(1,2)Xse(5,6)> =  ^ W s 'e  , (4.11)
^ Ï^5 .2 6  =  <Xoo(l, 2)Xs-e'(5, 6)1 P i f  " P j f  |Xoo(l, 2)Xss(5,6)) =  Sg'oSso (4.12)
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and trivially, for =  1 ,
= (Xoo(l, 2)Xs-s'{5,6 ) 11  |Xoo(l, 2)Xs^{5,6 )) =  Æs-sfes • (4.13)
Using these expressions in equation (4.6) gives the squared norm in terms of an 
integral over spatial coordinates only.
space
5'“ E ^ 's(r-,p )(5 -S 5S |00)[11(f)® D (p )]g_ ,, ) , (4.14)
Z5E
where 4^ " =  '0 ooo(o;pn, ^pn)V^ooo(«n,’’n)^ooo(«p, r-p) is the spatial part of the a- 
particle wave function, such that =  4^"Xoo(l, 2)Xoo(3,4). By including the 
NA values explicitly, this reduces to
Af = ( »°% g('-,p) [X(f) ® X
iSE \
$ " % (r ,p )  [V)(f) ® »(p)]ss ) , (4.15)
where
1 1 1 1DY   1 p  space p  space p  space ^ p  space . r p  space p  space ( a i
^  2  2  2  2  +  Ogo-Tis -T26 .
Introducing the notation
= [ST.S -  E |00)$"% (r, p) [Y,(f) ® 11(A]gE , (4.17)
the squared norm of the fully antisymmetrised = 0 ^ ®He wave function can 
be written as
V = E ( ^ i 'S î : T ^ I ^ 's s )  . (4.18)
I'lSIl
The overlaps that contribute to the squared norm of equation (4.18) are between 
partial waves with [I'l) both even or both odd. This is because the parity of both 
I' and I must be equal to that of S {Uis and hence '^ise = 0 unless S  and I are 
both odd or both even).
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To evaluate equation (4.18), the action of the operator of the spatial coordi­
nates must be considered. Each of the particle permutations in equation (4.16) 
gives a new set of Jacobi coordinates that can be written in terms of the original 
set. Taking P 15 as an example again, the effect of the permutation on the spatial 
coordinates is:
.15 _ .15 _
.15 and .15' Vn ^  \ P  +  +  I'f'pn -  n
This can be seen more clearly in figure 4.1. The transformations for the other
pn pn
Figure 4.1: The effect of the permutation on the Jacobi coordinates for
®He.
permutations are:
p ' ' =  +  +
3 r
8  ' pn + g'm  ,
^16 =  p  J- — \ v p n  — \ r n  ;
f.16
pn =  2 P “ 4 ^ + 4  ' pn — ; n =  P  — \ r  — \V p n  +  ^Vn ;
p25
=  \ P - 1 ^ + 8  ' pn — g ' n  ,
y.25 =  —p  -\- \ r  \V p n  — \V n
T.25
pn =  \ P + \ ’^  + pn + 1^ -71 ;
T.25 
' n — —p  ~  2 '^  +  +  \ f 'n
^26
=  \ p + ¥  + 8  ' pn — s '  n ,
y.26 =  p  +  \ r  — \V p n  - f  \V n  ;
T.26
pn =  \ p - \ i '  + 4  ' pn +
I j .  .
4  ' n 5
y.26
n =  —P  \ t  -\- \T p n  +  \'f'n
pl5,26
~  2 P  P p n  i
y.15,26
~  'f' n '1
y.15,26
pn =  P  +  ;
T.15,26 
' n =  r  .
These spatial transforms are substituted into equation (4.18), and N  is evaluated 
numerically using Monte Carlo integration.
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4.1.2 Root mean square radii
The matter root mean square (rms) radius, r™, for a ®He wave function 0  is 
given by
where
r =
/ 2
(0 | $)
r  =  -  > r'?
(4.19)
(4,20)
and r'i is the distance of particle i from the centre-of-mass of the nucleus. In 
terms of Jacobi coordinates, has the form
(4.21)
The calculation of the rms radius for a fully antisymmetrised wave function 
can be simplified in a similar way to that of the norm in the previous section. 
Adopting the practice (here and throughout) of using a bar over a quantity to 
indicate calculations with the intercluster antisymmetriser A  applied to the wave 
function, the antisymmetrised rms radius is written as
(0 | 0 > '
The integral in the numerator of equation (4.22) can then be reduced to
(4.22)
/ 2 / 2 (4.23)
using the same logic applied in section 2.5 for the square norm. This is possible 
because the operator is invariant under permutations, and so commutes with 
the antisymmetriser. This should be the case for any operator that represents a 
physical observable. In addition, because the operator r'^ has no effect on the 
spin variables, the rms radius
( $ 1  0 )
(4.24)
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can be further simplified to
f m = , (4.25)
V I'lS'E
following the same steps as for the square norm in the previous section. 
The rms charge radius for the nucleus is given by
(4.26)(4> I $> ’
with the symmetric operator
'^ 'c = 2  (^ 3^ +  +  gP • ' p^n • (4.27)
For the antisymmetrised wave function this becomes
($ I 4>) ’
which again reduces to a position coordinate integral
(4.28)
=  4 /=T7  r'^p^ I'^ise) • (4.29)
V I'lSE
4.1.3 M atter and charge densities
The matter density of the antisymmetrised wave function is given by
6
= , (4.30)
i=l
where
is the single particle density from the centre-of-mass of the ^He nucleus. The 
operator 6{r'i — r') in the numerator of equation (4.31) is not symmetric (for 
neutrons), and so does not commute with the antisymmetriser. Therefore, to 
evaluate the density for an individual neutron, it is necessary to consider the
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effect of moving the antisymmetriser in the bra of this integral ‘through’ the 
delta function. Using Si = S(r'i — r') and expanding out the antisymmetriser, 
the density for particle 1  becomes
1( 1 “  -Pl5 — 7^16 — ^25 — ^26 +  PlhP2o)Sl\
— ( 0  1 (^ 1  — 5^.^ 15 ~ Sç,P\Q — <^ 1^ 25 — S1 P2Q +  <^ 5^ 15.^ 26)1
|(3(5i +  2 J5 +  (^ g)! ê )  . (4.32)
Since the wave function 0  is antisymmetric with respect to exchange of particles 
5 and 6 ,
(0|<^5|#> =  ($|<^6 |#> , (4.33)
so that
f t ( 0  =  ^(^l(<5i+<55)|$>  . (4.34)
For the antisymmetrised wave function all neutrons have the same density, so 
the total neutron density Q^{r') = Aqi{t '). This expression can also be reached 
by considering the sum of all neutron densities using the operator ^ 1  +  <^2 +  (^5 + 
Sq. This operator is symmetric, since the total neutron density is a measurable 
quantity, and so gives
p ’^ (r') =  ^  1(^ 1 +  ^ 2  +  <^5 +  a^)!
=  - =  I (^ 1 +  (^2 +  ^ 5  +  ^g) I 
=  ^ ( $ | ( 5 ,  +  56)P) , (4.35)
using
(4-|5 i|$ ) =  ($ |5 2 |$ ) (4.36)
from the antisymmetry of $  with respect to the permuatation P 1 2 .
The charge density can be expressed in a similar fashion as
g " ( /)  =  +
=  1(53 +  5,)!$)
= ^ ( $ | 5 3 | # )  , (4.37)
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where the antisymmetry of the protons in the ground state of the a-particle core 
implies
(0|(^3|#> =  (^|<^4 |# )  . (4.38)
Equations (4.35) and (4.37) are then reduced to integrals over spatial coordinates 
only, producing
Q^(r') = =  ^  (^z'5 e| ( ^ 1  +  S^)P^ |^z5 e) 5 (4.39)
VIST.
^P(r*') =  — ^  (^z'5 s| SzP^ (4.40)
VIST
and for the matter density
-q(v') = g=K) + r { r ' )  =  4 E (<5i + <53 +  5 , ) p ^ • (4.41)
VIST
In calculating these densities, the coordinate p was fixed by each delta func­
tion to reduce the equations from integrals over the five internal Jacobi coor­
dinates {d^r =  dVp dVn d r ^  dr dp) to integrals over the remaining four (d^ r* =  
dvpdvn dvpn dr). In the case of the charge density, the delta function is written 
as
ds =  6{r' — r's) = 6 (r'  + ^  ^  ^ (  3  ~  (4.42)
where
C 3 =  ^ - ÿ - / .  (4.43)
Substituting this into equation (4.40) with
$ = E ^ î'ssP^'^iss , (4.44)
VIST
the charge density becomes
g " ( /)  =  ^  / ' 5  ( f  -  C 3 )  $  d^r 
=  l M ! y ' 5 ( p _ 3 C 3 ) t d V
d^r . (4.45)
p—ZCz
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The matter density is found in the same way using
P /^ \   :j_t, ' n^ . ' p^n /
and
to give
Ô5 — Ô f c ^  — - p i  with C 5 — r' — —
1 -
+  $
p = 3 C i p = 3 C s  8 P=#C s
d^r .
(4.46)
(4.47)
(4.48)
Since the wave function 4> has spin J  =  0, the density is spherically symmet­
ric and is therefore a function of the radial distance r' only. This allows the 
calculation to be further simplified by setting the vector r' to r'k.
A basic check for the calculation of equation (4.45) is to confirm that the integral 
of the charge density over r' is equal to the number of protons,
with
Q^ {r') =  At t {r'k)r'  ^ .
(4.49)
(4.50)
The charge density can also be checked against the charge rms radius found in 
the previous section with the integral
(4.51)
Defining g^{r') as
p™(/) =  47rg{r'k)r'  ^ , 
the corresponding checks for the matter density are to establish that
J  g(r') dr' =  J  p™(/) dr' =  6
holds, and to verify that the matter rms radius is obtained from
r™ = ]jQ J  g^{r')r'^dr' .
(4.52)
(4.53)
(4.54)
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The antisymmetrised wave function densities are compared with those for 4> 
without the inter cluster antisymmetriser A  applied, defined as
^P(r') =  — (^ 1(^ 3 + 6 4 )1  (4> l^ al ^} = —j: ^  ^ 3  l^zss) (4.55)
and
A7' ' V '
g ( /)  =
i=l
= ^  I (^ 1 +  3^ +  5^ )1
(4^ Z5s| (<^1 +  3^ +  ^5 ) |4^ Z5s) (4.56)
with
A/" =  (0 I 0) =  ^  (4<zse I " i^st) • (4.57)
1 S T
These densities are calculated alongside the antisymmetrised versions, using the 
same method.
4.2 M onte Carlo integration
The simple form of Monte Carlo integration (see, for example, [70]) estimates 
the integral of a function /  over a multidimensional volume M to be
J  f d V  ^  V{f)  ±  . (4.58)
The angle brackets used in this formula designate the mean over N  random 
points Xi,X2 , .. .xn,  uniformly distributed in V, such that
N  N
i f)  - ( f ‘^) = — ' ^ f { x i )  . (4.59)
i—l i=l
The error term of equation (4.58) is not an exact bound, but a one standard de­
viation estimate for the precision of the result. This is the usual (6 8 % confidence 
limit) standard error, assuming the sampling distribution of the mean is Gaus­
sian. As the sample size increases, the approximation to Gaussian improves, and 
the error estimate becomes more reliable.
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The N  points are sampled using a pseudo-random number generator, which must 
be chosen with care to guarantee that the distribution is as uniform as possible. 
The generator used was tested on known functions to ensure that the distribution 
of samples was not skewed. The volume of integration should also be carefully 
selected to prevent too many points falling outside of the non-zero region of the 
integral. If V  is too large then the error term of equation (4.58) will also increase.
A fundamental limitation with simple Monte Carlo integration is that the ac­
curacy of the calculation increases only as the square root of N, the number of 
sample points. There are various techniques (see [70] and references therein) that 
go beyond the simple method in order to improve on this convergence rate, which 
were considered in relation to this work. One of the most basic changes that can 
be made to the simple Monte Carlo method, which provides a vast improvement 
in convergence rates with low-dimensional integrals, is to use quasi-random rather 
than pseudo-random numbers to generate the sample points. These correlated 
sub-random sequences can give a decrease in the fractional error proportional to 
(In N )^ /N  for integration of a function in n dimensions. However, since the inte­
grals in this work are 15-dimensional, and the required accuracy can be achieved 
with N  < 10^ ° using the simple formula, there is no real advantage in using this 
method. Another class of more advanced Monte Carlo techniques rely on the 
principle of reduction of variance. More detail on these methods can be found 
in [71], and a full implementation of them has been produced in [72]. Appli­
cation of these techniques was considered, but ultimately simple Monte Carlo 
integration was found to be adequate. Calculating several integrals at the same 
time with the basic method gave sufficiently fast convergence that the additional 
complication of using optimised routines for each individual integrad was deemed 
unnecessary.
Before producing the main results, the validity of the error estimate in equation 
(4.58) for the relevant integrals was tested. This was achieved by calculating 
the squared norm and rms radius for one of the wave functions several times, 
using the same integration ranges and value of N. The samples were produced 
by inputting different seed values to the pseudo-random number generator. The 
distribution of samples was then plotted, and a Caussian was fitted to the data. 
Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of estimates of the squared norm for the an­
tisymmetrised h48p wave function. As expected for the large sample size, the 
Caussian fit to this distribution (shown overlaid on the figure) is very good. The 
standard deviation for the fit can be used to verify the calculation of the standard
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error from the formula (4.58). These two values were found to be in agreement 
to within two significant figures, which confirmed the reliability of the calculated 
error estimate.
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Figure 4.2: The distribution of (4> | 0) for the wave function h48p, calculated 
with N  = 3210000 pseudo-random points over a range of different seed values.
4.3 Checks against analytic results
In order to verify the numerical calculations of the static properties of the anti­
symmetrised ®He wave function, the analytic results of the previous chapter were 
first reproduced within the new framework. The program was initially written 
to duplicate the norm matrix of equation (3.77), using the first six harmonic os­
cillator terms for the halo wave function. After replicating the individual matrix 
elements, the coefficients and radial functions of the six harmonic oscillator terms 
were recombined to produce a numerical wave function in the same format as 
the original few-body function. The program was then modified to compute an 
overall norm for this wave function, which was verified against the norm matrix 
result.
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4.4 N um erical calculations o f sta tic  properties
4.4.1 Norm  and rms radius results
All of the ®He wave functions studied in this work consist of approximately 
85% s-wave, 11% p-wave and 2 % d-wave. Therefore, in order to simplify the 
calculations, only the first two partial waves were considered. Applying this 
restriction to equation (4.18) for the squared norm limits the values of I and I' 
to 0 and 1. This means that the only overlaps which contribute to Af  are those 
where I' = I, which allows the effect of full antisymmetrisation on each partial 
wave to be considered separately. The antisymmetrised squared norm for each 
partial wave is denoted as
Afi = 5 (4.60)
SE
with the total squared norm now simply the sum of the s and p waves, Af = 
Afo + Afi. The squared norm before antisymmetrisation is defined in the same 
way as A/* =  A/o +  A i•
Table 4.1 shows the change in the squared norm for each wave function. All 
of the ^He models exhibit an increase in squared norm with intercluster anti­
symmetrisation of around 40%. This effect is largest for the smaller three-body 
models, and falls off gradually as the rms radius increases. This highlights the 
reduction in overlap with the core as the halo wave functions become more exten­
sive. The individual partial waves follow the same trend, though with a slightly 
larger increase in s-wave norm in each case.
The accuracy of 0.1% for these calculations is the Monte Carlo error estimate 
defined in equation (4.58). This value was chosen as it gave reasonable precision 
without excessive computer processing time. Another factor that had a signifi­
cant effect on the code run time was the volume of integration. If this is chosen to 
be too large then the empty space in the integration volume increases the num­
ber of points required to achieve the desired accuracy. This can also increase the 
potential for errors caused by an uneven distribution of pseudo-random num­
bers. However, reducing the volume risks cutting off the tail of the diffuse wave 
function. Careful consideration was therefore given to the choice of ranges for 
the five radial coordinates. This is particularly important when calculating the
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M W/AT A/q Afo/A/q Af, A7i/A/^
h35p 0.94 1.42 0.82 1.43 0 . 1 2 1.38
c47p 0.94 1.39 0.82 1.40 0 . 1 2 1.37
h48p 0.96 1.39 0.84 1.40 0 . 1 1 1.36
h50n 0.94 1.38 0.83 1.39 0 . 1 1 1.36
h53p 0.95 1.39 0.84 1.38 0 . 1 1 1.35
h54s 0.95 1.37 0.83 1.37 0 . 1 2 1.35
h55c 0.95 1.37 0.83 1.37 0 . 1 2 1.35
h58p 0.95 1.38 0.84 1.37 0 . 1 1 1.34
h59pa 0.95 1.37 0.84 1.37 0 . 1 1 1.34
h59pb 0.95 1.37 0.84 1.37 0 . 1 1 1.34
h67p 0.95 1.36 0.84 1.36 0 . 1 1 1.34
h72pu 0.95 1.35 0.84 1.35 0 . 1 1 1.33
c73p 0.94 1.34 0.83 1.35 0 . 1 0 1.34
Table 4.1: Summary of the squared norm results for the original and fully anti­
symmetrised few-body wave functions. The values are calculated to an accuracy 
of 0 .1 %.
rms radius, due to the extra term in the integral for each radial coordinate.
The ranges were found by splitting up the volume with respect to each radial 
coordinate in turn, and calculating the resulting integrals at a lower accuracy. 
The integration limits were then chosen so that the contribution to the mean 
square radius lost was less than 0.5%. This gave a percentage loss in squared 
norm of approximately 0.005%. For the core coordinates, the ranges used were 
7 fm for Vp, and 10 fm for and The integration limits for the halo 
coordinates r and p are listed in Table 4.2, along with the rms radii results. 
An exception had to be made for the halo ranges of the CSF wave functions, 
which had only been calculated out to 15 fm. The loss in rms radius (due to the 
range r) is estimated to be under 1 % in these cases, based on calculations of the 
other wave functions.
There is a uniform drop in matter rms radii across the spectrum of wave func­
tions, ranging from a 3.5% (0.08 fm) reduction for the smallest model, to a 5% 
(0.14 fm) change for the largest. The charge rms radii also falls in a similar 
fashion, with the effect again increasing with wave function size. The percentage 
change in this case is slightly larger, varying from 4-5%, or 0.07-0.11 fm. It is 
logical that the charge rms radii follow the same pattern as the matter values, 
since if the neutrons are on average closer together, the protons will also be
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$ range p range r p T O . p C p C
h35p 15.0 2 0 . 0 2.35 2.27 1.83 1.76
c47p 14.8 14.8 2.47 2.37 1.92 1.83
h48p 15.0 2 0 . 0 2.48 2.38 1.91 1.83
h50n 15.0 24.0 2.50 2.39 1.91 1.82
h53p 16.0 2 0 . 0 2.53 2.42 1.93 1.84
h54s 16.0 2 0 . 0 2.54 2.44 1.95 1.85
h55c 16.0 2 0 . 0 2.55 2.44 1.95 1.85
h58p 16.0 2 0 . 0 2.58 2.46 1.96 1.87
h59pa 16.0 2 0 . 0 2.59 2.47 1.97 1.87
h59pb 2 0 . 0 2 1 . 0 2.59 2.48 1.97 1.87
h67p 17.0 2 1 . 0 2.67 2.54 2 . 0 1 1.91
h72pu 18.0 2 2 . 0 2.72 2.59 2.03 1.93
c73p 14.8 14.8 2.73 2.59 2.06 1.95
Table 4.2: Summary of the root mean square radius results for the original and 
fully antisymmetrised few-body wave functions, and the integration ranges used 
in the calculations (all measured in fm). The rms radii were calculated with a 
Monte Carlo accuracy of 0.1%.
nearer to the centre-of-mass of the nucleus.
4.4.2 Radial densities
A general trend, followed by all of the wave functions, was found for the matter 
density with antisymmetrisation. The essential feature is an enhancement of the 
radial density in the interior region. This can be seen most clearly by examining 
the antisymmetrised density before renormalisation, Afg^(r'), plotted for a se­
lection of wave functions with differing rms radii in figure 4.3. Figure 4.3a shows 
the increase in density at smaller values of r', which gives rise to the increase in 
the norm. A log plot of the same wave functions is also included (Figure 4.3b) 
to show the asymptotic region more clearly. It can be seen from this graph that 
the wave function tails remain unchanged.
As seen with the norm calculations, there is a general decrease in the effect as 
the wave function size increases from the smallest, h35p, to the largest, h67p. 
Proportionally, the enhancement in density over the internal region is similar for 
each wave function, but the larger models have less matter in this volume to 
begin with. Figure 4.4 shows this fractional increase in each partial wave for the
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Figure 4.3: The dark lines on these graphs show the matter density with anti­
symmetrisation (before renorniahsation), A/*h"^(r'), for wave functions of varying 
size. The corresponding lower, lighter lines are the densities before antisym­
metrisation, J\fQ™'(r'). Some error bars have been omitted for clarity.
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Figure 4.4: The fractional increase in radial density with antisymmetrisation 
(before renormalisation) for wave functions of varying size. The darker lines 
show the s-wave compontents, and the lighter lines represent the p-wave. p™ is 
the matter density for a single partial wave considered in isolatation.
three wave functions. The values of r' over which intercluster antisymmetrisation 
has an effect can be clearly seen from this plot. The extent of this internal region 
is dictated by the size of the a-particle. It is precisely the nature of the halo 
nucleus model, a diffuse halo surrounding a compact core, that leads to this 
definite region when any overlap between the core and halo wave function is 
present. Figure 4.4 also illustrates the proportionally larger increase in density 
for the s-wave, as indicated by the norm results.
Figure 4.5 shows the final, normalised matter densities for the ^He models h35p, 
li53p and li67p. The reduction in the wave function tails, resulting from renor- 
malisation of the antisymmetrised densities, can be seen from Figure 4.5b. This 
indicates that although intercluster antisymmerisation does not effect the asymp­
totic region directly, calculations of observables sensitive to the tail of the wave 
functions could still be effected.
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Figure 4.5: The dark lines show the normalised matter density with antisym­
metrisation, g^(r'), for three different wave functions. The lighter lines are the 
densities before antisymmetrisation, ^“ (r').
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The radial charge densities for the same three wave functions are displayed in 
figure 4.6. These plots show the normalised charge distributions for the s and 
p waves combined. Although the charge distribution from the centre-of-mass of 
the protons is unchanged by intercluster antisymmetrisation of the neutrons, the 
radial charge density from the centre of the nucleus is effected. As can be seen 
from the graphs, the radial extent of the charge distribution is reduced in line 
with the matter density. The same trend was seen in the charge distributions 
of all of the wave functions tested. For the ®He models produced using different 
Pauli blocking methods, no significant difference was seen in either the matter 
or the charge densities.
Of particular interest is the difference between the wave functions with and with­
out approximate antisymmetrisation included. In figure 4.7, the unnormalised 
matter density of wave function h48p is compared to that of h50n, the cor­
responding eigenstate found without Pauli blocking. The initial densities of 
these wave functions are very similar, with virtually identical p-waves and a 
slightly broader s-wave peak for h50n. Unsurprisingly therefore, the fully anti­
symmetrised matter densities of these wave functions also closely resemble each 
other. Intercluster antisymmetrisation has the same effect on the internal density 
of each partial wave in both cases, as can be seen from figure 4.7a, and figure 4.7b 
shows that the tails of the wave functions remain unchanged. The normalised 
matter densities for the partial waves combined are shown in figure 4.8. The two 
®He models are indistinguishable in figure 4.7a; the only observable difference is 
the slightly larger tail of h50n both before and after antisymmetrisation, seen in 
figure 4.8b. Consequently, the radial charge densities of the two wave functions 
are also very much alike.
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Figure 4.6: The dark lines show the normalised charge density with antisym­
metrisation, Q^ {r')  ^ for three different wave functions. The lighter lines are the 
densities before antisymmetrisation,
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Figure 4.7: These graphs show the matter density before normalisation for the 
Pauli blocked wave function li48p (solid lines), and the closest eigenstate to it 
without Pauli blocking, hbOii (dashed lines). The dark lines are the densities 
with antisymmetrisation, and the light lines are those without. The upper set of 
four lines on each plot show the s-wave compontents, and the lower set represents 
the p-wave.
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Figure 4.8: The normalised matder density for li48p (solid lines) and li50n 
(dashed lines). The dark lines are the densities with antisymmetrisation, and 
the light lines are those without.
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4.4.3 Effect of single and double exchange terms
In order to gain a better understanding of the effect of intercluster antisymmetri­
sation on the few-body model, the permutations involving single and double par­
ticle exchange between the core and halo were considered separately. The norm 
results for the s and p waves are shown in table 4.3. It can be seen from this 
table that the single exchange terms have a slightly larger effect on the p-wave. 
This may be due to the less extended radial function of the p-wave having a 
larger overlap with the core neutrons. However the spin functions for the p-wave 
prevent the double exchange term from contributing to the norm, so that overall 
the effect on the s-wave is greater.
% increase in squared norm
s-wave p-wave s + p
single 30 36 30
double 1 0 0 9
total 40 36 39
Table 4.3: The contributions to the 
squared norm of wave function h48p 
from the single and double exchange 
terms.
1
single
double
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Figure 4.9: The increase in matter density before renormalisation from the single 
and double exchange terms for the h48p wave function.
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The contributions to the matter density before renormalisation from the single 
and double exchange terms are shown in figure 4.9. For a single neutron exchange 
between the core and halo, this found from
=  2 (<5i +  53 +  15-,ss) (4.61)
with
1 1 1 1psing   pspace  ^ pspace pspace  ^ pspace / a nri\
^  — 2  2  2  2  ’ j
Although each single exchange term gives the same contribution to the density 
due to intracluster antisymmetrisation of the core and halo, all four terms of 
equation (4.62) are required in equation (4.61) because this expression has al­
ready been reduced in terms of the 6 functions. Each term of equation (4.62) 
gives a different contribution to when combined with ôi 4 - ^ 5  in equation 
(4.61). The fact that all of the terms in are negative, when the density 
contribution is positive, implies that the spatial overlaps with one neutron ex­
change are also negative. This is the reason why the norm of the wave function 
increases with intercluster antisymmetrisation.
For the double exchange term, P®*^ s in equation (4.61) is replaced with =
-\-SsoPi5 ^ ^ ^ ' As expected, the density contribution from the double ex­
change term is smaller and less extended than that from single neutron exchange, 
which reflects the low probability of both core neutrons being far from, and the 
halo neutrons close to, the centre-of-mass of the nucleus.
4.4.4 Varying ct-core size
One method used to produce the correct binding energy for the three-body sys­
tem was to increase the range of the n-a interaction to account for possible core 
polarisation. In principle this means that the core wave function should also 
be modified, which will in turn have an effect on the exchange terms of the 
intercluster antisymmetriser. To investigate this effect, calculations of the static 
properties of the nucleus were repeated with a range of rms radii for the a-core.
The resulting squared norm and matter rms radius values for the wave function 
h48p, plotted against the change in core size, are displayed in figure 4.10. The 
first graph, figure 4.10a, shows how the enhancement of the antisymmetrised 
wave function norm increases with the size of the core. The two lines on the
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Figure 4.10: The effect of core size on (a) squared norm and (b) rms radius values 
for the wave function li48p.
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Figure 4.11: Matter densities before renormalisation for li48p with ±10% change 
in the a-core rms radius.
second graph, figure 4.10b, show the increase in rms radius with core size, with 
and without A  applied to 0. It can be seen that the effect of intercluster an­
tisymmetrisation on this quantity remains roughly constant, despite the change 
in JV with core size.
This lack of sensitivity of the change in rms radius to core size can be explained 
by considering the radial density. Figure 4.11 shows the matter densities for 
two different core sizes. For the larger core (dashed lines) there is a greater 
increase in density with intercluster antisymmetrisation, which relates to the 
larger enhancement of the norm. However, the range of radius values over which 
the matter density is enhanced also increases with a-particle size. This means 
that the overall effect on the rms radius is similar to that for the smaller core, 
since the ‘extra density’ is less concentrated in the interior, and more spread 
around the rms radius. In other words, a larger increase in density closer to the 
rms radius is roughly equivalent to a smaller increase in density nearer to the 
centre of the nucleus. A similar effect is seen for the charge density and rms 
radius.
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pn
Figure 4.12: The correlation angle ©c is the angle between the vectors p and
Tnn.p -
4.4.5 Halo-core correlations
This section describes a simple calculation that was performed to illustrate the 
effect of inter-cluster antisymmetrisation on the orientation of the core. A cor­
relation angle, ©c, is introduced, defined as the angle between the vectors p 
and Tpn (see figure 4.12). Then a norm calculation for the wave function h48p 
is carried out, with the results binned according to the value of cos ©c- Figure 
4.13 shows the results of dividing the norm values into 20 bins equally spaced 
in cos ©c- This graph clearly shows that the greatest enhancement of the norm 
occurs at negative values of cos ©c, which corresponds to the protons lying be­
tween the core and halo neutrons. After renormalisation, spatial arrangements 
with the core neutrons between the protons and the halo neutrons (cos ©c > 0 ) 
have effectively been reduced. The results without inter-cluster antisymmetri­
sation are also included, which show no preferred orientation of the core. This 
simple demonstration serves to highlight some of the correlations introduced by 
antisymmetrising the wave function.
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Figure 4.13: Change in the distribution of the squared norm with correlation 
angle cos 0c  = p • Tpn/(rp), for the wave function li48p. Crosses show the nor­
malised distribution before inter-cluster antisymmetrisation; squares and circles 
show the antisymmetrised values before and after renormalisation respectively.
The results of the calculations in this chapter have been fairly consistent across 
the entire range of wave functions investigated. In all cases, the squared norm 
increased by around 40%, and the rms radius decreased by approximately 0.1 fm. 
This corresponds to an increase in the matter and charge densities in the interior 
region. Having found a significant change in the static properties of the wave 
functions, the next step is to consider the effect this may have on scattering 
calculations.
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Chapter 5
A pplication to scattering
In this chapter, the fully antisymmetrised few-body wave functions, developed 
and applied to static properties in previous chapters, are used to calculate elastic 
scattering cross sections of ®He.
5.1 ®He +  elastic  scattering
The first case considered is the elastic scattering of ®He from at 38.3 MeV 
per nucleon, analysed within the optical model. Using the notation of equa­
tion (4.18), the nuclear term of the nucleus-nucleus potential is written as
Ûi(i?TP, T'int) ) . (5.1)
Here R^p is the distance from the centre-of-mass of the target to that of the pro­
jectile (as shown in figure 5.1), and ( . . . )  indicates integration over the intrinsic 
^He coordinates, rint =  Vp, Vpn, p, r}. Each nucleon-target nuclear potential, 
Ui{RTp, Tint) =  Ui{rTi), is defined in terms of the coordinate of projectile nucleon 
i with respect to the target, rpi (shown for particle 4 in figure 5.1). These co­
ordinates can be expressed in terms of the Jacobi coordinates ?"mt} by
substituting R  = Rpp into equations (3.1) to (3.6) for the single-particle coordi­
nates ri. Choosing the target-projectile coordinate Rpp to be along the z-axis, 
the target-(projectile)nucleon coordinates are given by rpi = r* with R  = R^pz.
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Projectile Target
Figure 5.1: Coordinates for the system ®He + In defining the potential, 
the target-projectile coordinate J^tp is chosen to be along the z-axis so that 
-Rtf = R'-£'pZ.
The nucleon-target nuclear optical potentials,
Ui{rTi) = ViirTi) +iWi(r-Yi) , (5.2)
contain a real volume term
and imaginary volume and surface terms
(5.3)
W,{r) = -W ^ f ir ,  R{, aj) + i y |4 a j - / ( r ,  R{, aj) .
Here the label j  is used to differentiate between neutrons and protons.
(5.4)
J =
n for z = 1, 2, 5, 6
p for 2 =  3,4
and /  takes a Woods-Saxon form,
/(r , = 1 + exp [(r -  R)/a] 
The radii of the Woods-Saxon potentials are given by
Rr — R and i?;J =  Ai^^r{ ,
(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)
where = 12 is the target mass number. The parameters of the nucleon-
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target optical potentials are taken to be those of Becchetti and Greenlees [73], 
appropriate to the beam energy. Explicitly, the strength, radius and diffuseness 
parameters of the real and imaginary Woods-Saxon terms are:
= 44.0 MeV, = 42.8 MeV, Tr =  1.17 fm, ur = 0.75 fm,
= 6.87 MeV, =  5.73 MeV, =  3.43 MeV, =  2.23 MeV,
1.26 fm, 1.32 fm, ttr =  0.58 fm, zf = 0.51 fm.
The real folded potentials generated for two of the ®He wave functions, with 
and without intercluster antisymmetrisation, are shown in figure 5.2. It can 
be seen from this plot that the effect of full antisymmetrisation is to produce 
a slightly deeper potential at small distances {Rtf ~  0-4 fm). This can be 
attributed to the more compact density distribution produced by inter-cluster 
antisymmetrisation. Similar potentials were found for the other wave functions 
(with rms radii between that of the smaller li35p and the larger li58p); these 
lay between the curves shown in figure 5.2, with progressively more shallow 
potentials being produced as the rms radius of the projectile was increased. The 
same effect of antisvmmetrisation was seen for each of the ®He models.
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Figure 5.2: Real folded potentials for the system ®He -F at 38.3 MeV per 
nucleon.
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The total nucleus-nucleus potential used to calculate the scattering is written as
U{Rpt) — Vc{Rpt) + Uf( ^ pt) (5.8)
The Coulomb potential Vc, added to the nuclear potential Up by the elastic 
scattering code (provided by Jeff Tostevin), takes the usual form of that between 
a point charge (Zpe) and a uniformly charged sphere of total charge Zpe and 
radius Rc 
Ap =  12 .
rc{A^^ + Ap'^) with rc = 1 . 2  fm, = 2 , Z t =  6 , Hp = 6  and,1/3
1 0
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Figure 5.3: Elastic scattering of °He from ^^ C at 38.3 MeV per nucleon.
The scattering results for the two wave functions are shown in figure 5.3. Here 
du/dcTRiith A the ratio of the differential cross section to the Rutherford cross 
section. The effect of inter-cluster antisymmetrisation was negligible, as can be 
seen for the model li35p. (The curve for li58p is not shown, but lay over that of 
the antisymmetrised wave function.) Very little variation was found between the 
models and, as was the case for the potentials, the other wave function results 
lay between those shown in the figure.
It should be noted that these simple folding-model calculations are not sophisti­
cated enough to reproduce the experimental results reported in [6 6 ]. As discussed
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in this paper, it is necessary to take dynamic polarization effects [74] into ac­
count in order to correctly represent the data over the full angular range. This 
is required because strong coupling exists between the elastic channel and the 
break-up channels (where the weakly-bound halo nucleus splits into its compo­
nent clusters); these projectile-excitation reaction mechanisms are not included 
in a folding model analysis. It was shown in [6 6 ] that the addition of a complex 
surface potential (with a repulsive real part) to a ‘bare’ optical potential (gen­
erated by the folding model) gave reasonable agreement with the experimental 
data. Such a parametric form of the dynamic polarization potential (DPP) was 
not included in the calculations presented here, however, as the aim was simply 
to compare the results for different wave function densities. Since the densities 
enter into the calculation through the folding model, and little variation was 
found between the folded potentials produced, a similar DPP could be added in 
each case to give realistic angular distributions.
5.2 ®He +  p elastic  scattering
The second case considered is the elastic scattering of ^He from a proton target 
at 717 MeV per nucleon. This is treated within the framework of Glauber theory
[75], which applies the eikonal approximation to composite-particle scattering. 
The eikonal approximation simplifies the kinetic energy operator for high energy 
scattering calculations. The details of this approach, applied to ®He + p elastic 
scattering, can be found in [76].
The coordinates used in these calculations are shown in figure 5.4; they consist 
of an impact parameter b for the centre-of-mass of the projectile, and individual 
impact parameters hi for the particles 2 =  1 , 6 .
The Glauber scattering amplitude, in terms of the momentum transfer g, is given 
by the integral over the impact parameter plane
m  = ^  I  d'^b e'"" [ 1  -  5(fc)] . (5.9)
Here k is the proton incident wave number, and S(b) is the elastic scattering
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Figure 5.4: The impact parameter coordinates used for the p-^He elastic-
scattering calculations.
S-niatrix. For the ®He wave function 4>, this given by
YlUSpÀb,) $
( $ 1
with individual nucleon scattering operators
which are defined in terms of the profile functions
+ *) exp [-6V(2/3pj)] •
(5.10)
(5.11)
(5.12)
PJ
Here j  =  3,4 =  p represents a proton, and j  = l ,2,5,6 =  n indicates a neutron. 
The parameters, interpolated from Table I of [77], are:
pn — 37.7 mb
Oipn — 0.38
CPpp — 44.3 mb ,
cppp — 0 . 1  ,
Ppp = 0.16 fni  ^ , (3pn = 0 . 2  fni  ^ .
In terms of the fully antisymmetrised wave functions, the S-niatrix can be written
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as
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USpjibj)
j=i
since the product of individual S-matrices is a symmetric operator. For the 
numerical calculations, it is actually 1 — S{b) that is found. The Monte Carlo 
integration was carried out in the same way as for the static calculations in the 
previous chapter, using the same ranges for the intrinsic coordinates of ®He. A 
selection of the S-matrix results are plotted in figure 5.5. The statistical errors, 
which are shown for one of the wave functions on the figure, are approximately 
1%. This level of precision was found to give good resolution of the curves, and 
a clear trend can be seen in the results. For each wave function, inter-cluster 
antisymmetrisation increased the slope of the S-matrix, in line with the reduction 
seen in the rms radii.
The S-matrices were used as input to an elastic scattering program written by 
J.S. Al-Khalili, which produces cross sections as a function of the four-momentum 
transfer squared, —t. These cross sections can be compared to the experimental 
data published in [78]. More details of this experiment can be found in [79]. As 
discussed in this second paper, the error bars on the experimental data points 
take into account statistical uncertainties only; an additional systematic error 
of ~  ±3% is also present, due to uncertainty in the data normalisation. A 
comparison of this data set with the calculations for the models h48p and h50n 
is shown in figure 5.6a. These wave functions again produce very similar results; 
in both cases, inter-cluster antisymmetrisation gives a slightly shallower slope 
to these cross-sections. The calculations for these models at larger values of 
four-momentum transfer squared are shown in figure 5.6b. Also included on this 
plot is a second set of experimental results obtained from [80, 81]. However, this 
is preliminary data set, so for the purposes of comparison with the theoretical 
calculations, emphasis should be placed on the results of the first experiment
[78]. All of the calculations shown in figure 5.6a agree well with the first data 
set; consequently the fit with the second set, which falls off more steeply for 
increasing —t, is not so good. Higher resolution experimental results, ideally at 
larger values of —t, would be required to distinguish between the curves with 
and without intercluster antisymmetrisation.
The calculations for the models using Pauli blocking methods PP and PS are 
compared in figure 5.7. The curves for the wave function h55c (PC method) are
&
(S
&
h35p before A  
h35p after A 
h48p before A  
h48p after A 
h67p before A 
h67p after A
b [fm]
(a) Real part of the S-matrix.
0.96
0.94
0.92
0.9
0.88
0.86
2.6 2.8 3 3.2
b [fm]
(b) Close up of the surface region of (a), with error bars shown for the li48p curves.
Figure 5.5: The S-matrix results for three of the wave functions with different 
rms radii.
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(c) Imaginary part of the S-matrix.
Figure 5.5: continued.
not shown, but lay over those of li54s (PS method). As before, the different Pauli 
blocking techniques produce very similar results, and the response to inter-cluster 
antisymmetrisation is the same in each case.
Figure 5.8 shows the results for a selection of wave functions with different rms 
radii. The calculations with inter-cluster antisymmetrisation included again give 
a shallower curve, consistent with the change in radius. The best fit to the first 
data set is found for the wave functions with rms radii close to 2 . 5  fm; this is 
consistent with the calculations presented in [76].
The da/dt curves for the wave functions with greater accuracy Hff calculations 
(A'inax = 30 fm), li59pa and li59pb (with the larger Pauli blocking radius), were 
indistinguishable from that of li58p (with = 20 fm), shown in figure 5.8. 
The cross section results for the model c47p are not plotted, but are very similar 
to those obtained for li48p in figure 5.6. Finally, the results for the final two 
large radius models, li72pu and c73p, are plotted in figure 5.9. The underbound 
HH wave function, li72pu, produced an almost identical cross-section to that of 
li67p (the largest of the properly bound HH models).
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h48p before A  
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— ■ h50n before A  
h50n after A1 0 '
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0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
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(a) Comparison with experimental data from [78].
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h50n before A  
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0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20
- t  [(GeV/c)2]
(b) As above, bnt for larger values of —t, with data from [80] (squares) also included.
Figure 5.6: The two graphs in this figure show the p-^ ^He elastic-scattering dif­
ferential cross-sections at 717 MeV, calculated from the wave functions li48p 
(which uses the PP Pauli blocking method) and h50n (the closest eigenstate to 
h48p selected from a calculation with no Pauli blocking).
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(b) As above, but for larger values of - t ,  with data from [80] (squares) also included.
Figure 5.7: A coniparisoii of the p-®He elastic-scattering differential cross-sections 
at 717 MeV, for two wave functions with different Pauli blocking methods: li54s 
(PS) and h53p (PP).
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(b) As above, bnt for larger values of —t, with data from [80] (squares) also included.
Figure 5.8: The p-*^ He elastic-scattering differential cross-sections at 717 MeV, 
calculated from three HH wave functions with different rms radii: li35p, li58p 
and h67p.
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Figure 5.9: The p-^He elastic-scattering differential cross-sections at 717 MeV, 
calculated from the large radius wave functions li72pu and c73p.
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The effect of inter-cluster antisymmetrisation on the ®He +  p elastic scattering 
results is consistent across the range of wave functions tested. In all cases the 
change in the dcr/dt curves is consistent with the reduction in rms radius calcu­
lated in the previous chapter. However, this effect on the scattering calculations, 
although perhaps larger than anticipated, is still small when compared with the 
uncertainties in the experimental data.
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Chapter 6
Summary and conclusions
Three-body models are well suited to the description of light exotic nuclei, as 
they provide the correct representation of the asymptotics of Borromean sys­
tems. However, the exclusion principle can only be treated approximately, using 
Pauli blocking techniques. The effectiveness of these methods has been tested, 
by performing full antisymmetrisation of the Pauli blocked wave functions. To 
achieve this, an inter-cluster antisymmetriser has been applied to six-body wave 
functions of ®He, consisting of the three-body models and an intrinsic function 
for the a-particle core.
Analytical calculations in an harmonic oscillator ’shell’ model basis were first 
carried out for orientation and testing purposes, which allowed the antisym­
metrisation to be performed using familiar Slater determinants. Numerical cal­
culations were then performed, using Monte Carlo integration, for the s- and 
p-waves (which make up approximately 95%) of the three-body ground state.
The static properties of the wave functions before and after inter-cluster anti­
symmetrisation have been investigated. For all of the models tested, the squared 
norm was found to increase by approximately 40%, while the rms radius was 
reduced by around 0 . 1  fm. Calculations of the wave function densities show 
that this corresponds to an increase in the interior region of the wave functions. 
After renormalisation, this produces a reduction in the wave function tails. Con­
sequently, any scattering calculations using the three-body models as an input 
could be effected, whether sensitive to the tail or interior of the wave function.
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The antisymmetrised wave functions were applied to two elastic scattering sce­
narios; ®He +  at 38.3 MeV was analysed using the optical model, and ®He + p 
at 717 MeV per nucleon was treated using Glauber theory. In the first case no 
significant effect was found, but a measurable difference was seen for the high 
energy scattering. The changes in the cross sections were consistent with the 
decrease in rms radius of the antisymmetrised wave functions.
For all of the calculations performed, very little difference was found between the 
various Pauli blocking methods. A state selected (as the closest in energy and 
structure to a Pauli blocked wave function) from a model with no Pauli blocking 
also gave similar results. The effect of full antisymmetrisation in each case is to 
enhance the parts of the wave function in the region of overlap between the core 
and halo, that are not excluded by the Pauli principle.
Since a discernible effect has been found for the ®He ground state, an interest­
ing extension to this work would be to apply inter-cluster antisymmetrisation 
to three-body models of other Borromean halo nuclei. A larger effect could po­
tentially be seen with open-shell cores such as the ®Li core of ^^Li, since a more 
distort able core could increase the region of overlap with the halo. However, the 
complexity of the calculations would increase significantly with more nucleons in 
the core, particularly when applied to models where the core is allowed to excite.
Pauli blocking techniques treat the Pauli principle as a purely repulsive effect; 
however, the results of this work show that there can also be an attractive ele­
ment to antisymmetrisation when applied in this context. The introduction of 
correlations between the neutrons allows the density of the surface region, where 
there is a significant probability density for both core and halo particles, to be 
enhanced with respect to the tail of the wave function.
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A ppendix A  
Harmonic Oscillator wave 
functions
The three-dimensional harmonic oscillator potential is given by
V{r) = , (A.l)
where u  is the angular frequency of the oscillator and m is the mass parameter. 
In this potential the solutions to the time-independent Schrodinger equation for 
a spinless particle are of the form
tfmz (o:, r ) =  (n, y?) , (A.2)
where
“ = .  (A.3)
n and I are the nodal and orbital angular momentum quantum numbers respec­
tively, mih is the projection of the orbital angular momentum on to the z-axis,
y) are the radial functions and ÿ) are the spherical harmonics. The
normalized radial functions [82] are
Rni{oi,r) = a ^ y ^ A ^ + ^ (a V )  , (A.4)
where
(A.5)
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and the
are the associated Laguerre Polynomials.
It will be necessary to make use of the spherical harmonics in cartesian coordi­
nates, which are given by
I I IY  (Û _  1 {2l + l){l + m i)\{ l-m i)\
-  (w s j îV  s  S S S
1
where
and
X = r  sm c/ cos y  , 
y = r  sin 0 sin y?
z = r cos B . (A.8)
Multiplying the spatial wave function by a spin function Xscr, where
ah is the z-component of the spin, gives the normalised single-particle state
^nlmiaixù ' i^)X.sa(j'  ^ (A.9)
for particle i in the harmonic oscillator potential (with no spin-orbit interaction). 
The label 5  has been dropped from cj) since s =  1/2 always for nucleons.
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